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During the National Emergency only limited
supplies of

VITALITY BULBS
are now likely to be available.

If your Dealers cannot supply you with (he type
you require, do let us have full particulars,
together with their name and address, because it
might just happen that wc know of factors who

may be able to supply them.

VITALITY BULKS LTD
NEVILLE HOUSE,

CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS
FOR BLACK-OUT EVENINGS

Post Free
APPARATUS OFFER

10'6
INCLUDING
CHEMICALS

21'-
(England. Scotland
and Wales only).

Send Id .  scamped enve-
lope for Price List.

DE/ *K  (Scientific Dept .  G) ,  60 ,  H igh  StreetDEVBV STOKE NEWINGTON,  LONDON N . I6
Booklet, "Experiments in  Chemistry," 7d. P.O.

ALBACORE
ALBATROSS
ALBERMARLE
ANSON
AUSTER
AUTOGIRO
BARRACUDA
BATTLE
BEAUFIGHTER
BEAUFORT
BLENHEIM
BISLEY
BOTHA
BOLINGBROKE
BOMBAY
COMET
CYGNET
DEFIANT
DOMINIE
DRAGON
DRAGONFLY
ENSIGN
FLAMINGO
FULMAR
GAUNTLET
GLADIATOR
HALIFAX
HAMILCAR
HANNIBAL
HENLEY
HESTON PHOENIX
HORNET MOTH
HORSA

HOTSPUR
HURRICANE
LANCASTER
LEOPARD MOTH
LYSANDER
MANCHESTER
MARTINET
MENTOR
MOSQUITO
MOTH MINOR
OWLET
PERCIVAL Q6

’PETREL*
PROCTOR
PUSS MOTH
ROC
SEAFIRE
SEA OTTER
SHARK
SKUA
SPITFIRE
STIRLING
SWORDFISH
TEMPEST
TYPHOON
TIGER MOTH
WALRUS
WARWICK
WELLESLEY
WELLINGTON
WHIRLWIND
WHITLEY
YORK

Add realism to your models with
‘PLASTICINE'—  the famous modelling
medium. This pliant, colourful material is
indispensable to all Meccano enthusiasts
As supplies are strictly "rationed" nowadays

please make your "Plasticine” last.

. ,  HAVE TYRES t WHEELS

DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY

HAR BUTT 'S

Plasticine
D U N L O P

4H/609
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□ c
AIRCRAFTMODEL

International Model Aircraft have always been pioneers
in Scale Model Aircraft and although their experts have
been working hard on much more important winners than
Model Aircraft, we look forward to the day when all the
latest models will once again be available to model
aircraft enthusiasts. These will include:-
FROG Flying Scale Models, FROG Flying Scale Model
Construction Kits, FROG “SENIOR" Flying Construction
Kits, FROG "PENGUIN" Non-Flying Scale Model Kits.

Sole Concessionaires:

LINES BROS.
TRI -ANG WORKS,  MORDEN ROAD,  LONDON S.W.19

Trade ’Mark
Read.

LTD
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Fascination  !
tfcnis to  this Mode l  enthusiasts of  a l l  ages to-day “make  do’*

w i th  the i r  p re -war  Bassett -Lowke mode ls ;  bu t
we  promise  you tha t  as soon as circumstances
a l low  we  shall pu t  in to  act ion  our  plans for  mak ing
even be t te r  scale mode ls  tha t  w i l l  de l ight  the
most  exact ing.  Our  Staff  i n  London  o r  Man-
chester  wou ld  we lcome a visit from you  and w i l l
g lad ly  g ive  assistance on  any mode l  matters .

Wartime Stock List (L  17 ) .  Price 4d.
’‘Building a 21" gauge Flying Scotsman.” Price 1 / - .

"How to Build a Traction Engine." Price 6d.
"Laying Model Permanent Way.” Price 3d.

All the above post paid.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON:  112, H igh  Ho lbom,  W.C .1
MANCHESTER:  28, Corpora t ion  S t ree t ,  4 .

Webley
uri(l be waiting

to supply sportsmen
the world over with
the i r  c e l eb ra t ed
WEBLEY AIR
RIFLES,  AIR
PISTOLS and
SPORTING GUNS

Webley &. Scot t  Ltd.
B i rmingham

Eng land
(Est.  150  years  ago)

Spotting the movements of enemy ships
Mapping the invasion beaches. Plotting
German gun sites and countering the
flying bomb. These are Just a few of the
grand jobs done by Ilford Film.
When peace comes. Ilford photographic
materials, better than ever before, will
come back into general use

ILFORD makers of
UNITED

SELO, films
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TRI-ANG
TOYS

For some time past you have only seen the trade marks but we hope it  wi l l
not be long now before the world-famous toys appear once again i n  your local

toyshop or store.

Many happy hours are in store for girls and boys of all ages, but remember,
it wi l l  have to be a TRI-ANG TOY.

The illustrations underneath are just a reminder of what real toys look like.

TRI-ANG “FAIRYCYCLES'' (Regd.) TRI-ANG TRICYCLES {Regd.J
Made at our famous Birmingham Works

LINES BROS. LTD.
AND SUBSID IARY COMPANIES

UNIQUE AND UNITY  CYCLE CO.  LTD.  PEDIGREE SOFT  TOYS LTB.

TRI -ANG WORKS,  MORDEN ROAD,  LONDON S.W.19
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TH£ WORLD WITH 'JOSA No 5

'Ztalan,

Yes, B.S.A. Bicycles
and exciting stories are
as popular with boys
and girls in New
Zealand as they are with you. And
many a tale is told at the end of a

good day's cycling.
Have you heard of Pelorus Jack? Pelorus

Jack, the story goes, was a white dolphin.
He used to meet steamers and accompany them for several miles
along stormy Cook Straits, which divide the two principal islands of
New Zealand. Travellers simply called him the pilot-dolphin of the
Cook Straits. Maori mythology even sees in Pelorus Jack an
ancient sea-god, but all travellers insist they saw a real dolphin 15 ft.
long! This story is still alive in New7 Zealand although Pelorus Jack
disappeared suddenly in April 1912, after having performed his pilot
duties for 20 years.

Since the war, you may imagine that B.S.A. Bicycles have
disappeared too, but they are only in
short supply. If you aren’t a lucky
B.S.A. owner yet, ask your parents to
see your local dealer. He’ll do his best to
help you.

THE B/CYCLE YOU CAN’T BEAT!
L.S.A Cycles L td . ,  RirminJtham. 11.
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CHRJTTMAS GREETINGS TO ALL MY READERSh-From the EDITOR

MECCANO
MAGAZINE “T

Enfliand December 1944

With the Editor
Stopping the Splash

The announcement that the Now York
Central System of America have introduced
a new type of tender water scoop, with
which engines can pick up water with
maximum efficiency at 75 m.p.h., reminds
me of the great improvements that have
been made in pick-up arrangements since
1860 when the idea was patented by John
Ramsbottom. The first picking up was
definitely a wet and wasteful business.
When the scoop was lowered while the
engine was travelling at high speed, a sort
of tidal wave resulted. The water was
thrown up with such violence that it often
enveloped the first coach; and regular
travellers soon learned to close the windows
when the train was approaching points at
which troughs were situated.

Apart from the fact that deluges of this
kind did not tend to increase the popularity
of the railway, the great amount of water
wasted was a source of considerable loss,
because the water supply often had to be
obtained from some special source, and
always required a pumping installation.

In the early days the greatest efficiency
in picking up was reached at about
40 m.p.h. At higher speeds the amount
of water collected in the tender did not
increase, but the splash most certainly
did. Rather curiously, however, it was
not the general custom to restrict speed
when passing over troughs, although on
the former G.N.R. it was at one time the
rule for expresses to slow down to 30 m.p.h.
for picking up.

Some years ago the L.M.S. introduced
a deflecting device that rode through the
water in front of the actual scoop and had
the effect of “building up" the water in
the middle of the trough, so that the scoop
picked it up with the minimum of side
splash. In the course of experiments that

led to the use of this device the cinemato-
graph was used, and the effects of different
arrangements at different speeds were
recorded by an observer who had to ride
inside the tender in a special compartment
built into the tankl

In the New York Central design the
cross-section of the scoop, and also that of
the delivery pipe into the tender, is
increased, and special vents are provided
to lead away excess water and thus prevent
overflowing of the tender under the fierce
action of the water a t  high speeds. The
new design permits of the lifting of 7,100
gallons of water at 75 m.p.h. from troughs
with an effective length of 1,700 ft.
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War Dogs at Work
By David Gunston

AS the dog is mans  oldest domesticated
animal, it is not surprising that it

should have been used down the ages in
warfare. What is perhaps surprising i>
the fact that, in the present highly
mechanised conflict, where tanks and
aircraft play such an important part, room
has been found to make use of trained dogs
for a very large number of useful jobs.

Dogs were used in the last war, bqt now
efficient organisa-
tions have been set
up, both by our-
selves and the Ger-
mans, to employ
them on an even
larger scale. The
Germans have in
fact made quite a
study of the art, and
even in peacetime
kept numbers of so-
caned “police-dogs”
which would form
the nucleus of dog
armies in time of
war. We knew that
the enemy were
using dogs in this
war, and when our
men landed in Nor-
mandy they found
large highly-trained
dogs doing key jobs
in the Nazi defences.
Now a lot of them
have been trained to recognise their new
masters and are doing us a useful service.

In Groat Britain, although there are
several training schools where selected
animals are trained, the whole organisation
has been to a considerable extent secret,
so as not to give Hitler any information
that might be of use to him. But in the
United States similar training has been
going on with more publicity, and we may
conclude that we are doing much the same
as our Allies across the Atlantic.

Much of the secrecy has had to be
relaxed from time to time to ask people
with suitable dogs to hand them over for
the war effort; for although some of these
magnificent animals have been bred in
Government kennels, most of them came
from private homes.

There is one chief difference between the
modern war-dog and his predecessors in

ancient time? In those days dogs fought
alongside their masters on the field of
battle and were taught to attack the
opposing armies. To-day in open conflict
dogs would not starid much chance against
modern automatic weapons, tanks and
shelltire, so where they are likely to  come to
grips with the enemy they are trained to
do so under more even conditions. For
example, they may have to attack para-

troops at night, or
spies intruding on
secret aerodromes,
dumps and camps

The majority of
the animals are used
for less spectacular
yet equally import-
an t  j obs  l i ke
scouting, carrying
messages ,  food
water, ammunition,
medical supplies,
s ea rch ing  fo r
wounded on the
battlefield,and so on

Like human re-
cruits, war dogs
have to be fitted
for their particular
job, and have to be
fighting fit before
they are accepted
Considerable care
has to be taken to
get the right dogs,

for only the really first -class animals will
repay the extensive training necessary
Of course only the larger breeds are wanted
Those most in demand are Alsatians, New-
foundlands, Airedales. Bull Terriers,
spotted Dal mations, Pinschers Afghans,
Collies and Elkhounds. This list does not
include any gun or sporting dogs like
Retrievers, Pointers or Spaniels. This may
appear strange, for these are among the
most intelligent of creatures, but the
reason is that they are far too interested
in following up strange scents on tht
ground. After all it would not be much use
sending a dog off with a vital message to
find later that it has chased off in pursuit
of a rabbit or a bird I

After a strict medical examination by a
“vet,” each dog is branded with a number
inside the ear, but the dogs know their
own names and they very soon learn

War dogs in  training. Attacking a “suspect** well
padded for the occasion.
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him unawares.
Scout and messenger dogs are taught

differently. The former have to hare over
miles of countryside to follow up artificial
trails laid by their trainers. On the other
hand messenger dogs carjy their signals in
a small canister fastened around the neck
They have to go out on journeys of grad-
ually increasing length over many miles of
rough open country. To make things more
realistic, crackers are fired off to accustom
the do s to the conditions of actual battle
that they will meet with later.

Transport animals are taught in much
the same way, carrying their stores on their
backs to certain points where they are
needed in battle.

Very recently in France skilful dogs
have been used to clear mines from road-
ways. By scenting out hidden buried mines
and indicating the exact positions to troops,
they have proved themselves to be' the
most efficient mine-detectors known.
The men with the dogs mark each mine
with a white cone, and along come the
sappers to render them safe. This method
of mine-detection was found to be speedier
and less dangerous than the use of electrical
devices formerly employed, and for the
deadly German all-wooden shoe mine, it
was the only method of certain detection
Being lighter than men dogs could approach
the mine-ridden area with much (ess risk.

The wonderful intelligence of these dogs
is matched only by that of the first-aid
dogs who cover many miles seeking the
wounded. Comforts are carried to each
man, and later the stretcher-bearers are

xled to each spot by the same dogs that
discovered the casualties.

Yes, we owe a lot to the devotion to duty
of our four-footed soldiers.

The “Handier” locates the mine that the labrador
has found.

who is their particular trainer.
When the new entrant comes from

private owners as much information as
possible is found out about its habits and
temper and its attitude towards strangers. *
These details are entered up on a form
which is completed by the addition of the
animal's "paw-print."

At the training-schools ar& rows of large
kennels each housing one dog. Discipline
is strict in these "dog-towns/ ’ and meals
arc given at fixed intervals. The trainers
arc soldiers or airmen who love animals,
and although the work is not easy it is
most-interesting. Different types of teaching
have to be applied for the different jobs.
If a dog is of the correct breed
it may be chosen to be a
"commando" dog for sentry and
guard duties, where by day or
by eight it must be ready to
spot any intruders, and if
necessary attack them and hold
them down until human help
arrives.

Training for this work
involves the use of two men, one
to act as the "enemy." He
needs protection from 42 sharp
teeth and a jaw pressure of 500
lb. on his throat or wrist, and so
is well padded with wooden
splints, wire gauze and thick
clothing. A well-trained dog of
this type can floor a man in a
few seconds, provided it catches American soldiers training 3 dog for guard duties.
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The A i r  Forces of The United States
II— Meet the Sth Air Force

By C. G. Grey
(Founder of “The Aeroplane,** 1911,  Editor unr J  Sefjftimber, 1939)

none better, and when he is neither he is
still a fine fighter, as the American Civil
War showed..

Later in the day I went with Col. Lear
of 8th Air Force Staff to see a squadron
of "Flying Fortresses" come back from
Germany. Their luck was out. They had
run into high cloud, so could not see to
keep formation. And their " pattern -
bombing" depends on their keeping close
formation. So they had bombed what
they call "targets of opportunity" and
Come home.

What impressed me most was their high
standard of piloting. Each formation came
over in close order, for big stuff. Each
machine "peeled off" in turn and landed
beautifully, with not more than 45 seconds
headway between each and its next ahead
and astern. Their approaches were so

BETWEEN wars I came to know fairly
well a certain U.S. civil pilot named

Jimmy Doolittle. lie was concerned with
the great Standard Oil group. Early in
the. U.S, war he distinguished himself by
leading a formation of twin-engined
bombers off a U.S.N. carrier in the Pacific
and bombing the sacred city of Tokyo. Ho
and most of his men landed in China.
The Japanese got the first big shock they
have had since their heads swelled.

Mark you, taking even medium bombers
off the flying deck of a carrier is no mean
feat. I t  had never been done till those
gallant lads, led by their young middle-
aged C.O. did it. And the next thing wo
heard was that Jimmy Doolittle had be-
come a Brigadier General.

Then he appeared in North Africa with
a bombing force, and won the highest
regard of such
war - s t a ined
veterans as Sir
Ar thu r  Tedder
and Sir Arthur
Coningham, who
between  them
had  v i r t ua l l y
blasted the road
for the British
Army from Egypt
to Tunis. And
the next thing we
heard was that
he was command-
ing the U.S. 8th
Ai r  Fo rce  of
heavy bombers
and  was  co -
ope ra t i ng  on
m o st c oY d i a 1

Lockheed PV-1 “Ventura” bombers at a U.S. Navy base In the Aleutian wastelands.
Official U.S. Navy photograph.

terms with Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur
Harris, A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Command,
R.A.F. Altogether no mean achievement
for a man who two years before bad been
a civilian. And the more he works with
our people the better they like him and
the more highly they think of him.

Some weeks ago I had lunch with him
and his staff and was told much which
raised still higher my already high esteem
of the U.S. fighting man. When he is
properly trained and equipped there is

clean that one could only tell when they
touched down by the puff of smoke as the
friction of the concrete runway burned a
strip off the tread of each tyre. You can
imagine the jerk when an enormous tyre
of this size, standing still in the air, hits
concrete and has to start instantly to
revolve at  about 100 ra.p.h, or more.

The U.S. bomber crews are very much
like our own, but one notices a higher
proportion of what we might call
"foreigners" among the Anglo-Scottish-
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Curtiss "Commando** transport. Photograph by courtesy of the Airplane Division, Curtiss-Wright Corporation, U.S.A.

is a mistake. A fortress implies something
that is impervious (or nearly so) to attack.
The “Flying Fortress” is no more in-
vulnerable than is any other piece of
sheet-aluminium. In fact when the first
“Fortresses” came over here they were
not even armoured to protect the crews.
We had to set up great “Maintenance
Depots,” as we called them, where U.S.
aircraft of all sorts were modified to make
them warworthy. But to-day, as I will
explain later, the U.S.A. Air Service does
the modifications.

In fact, in spite of a wonderful story in
the U.S. “Saturday Evening Post" about
how the “Fortresses” had arrived in
England just in time to save the nerve of
R.A.F. bomber crews from breaking, the
first “Fortresses” and “Liberators,” which
were sent over before Pearl Harbour,
were useless as bombers, and the R.A.F.
had to take out the heavy superchargers
which gave their engines the power to go
up high, and took out some of their guns,
and loaded them with depth-charges and
scut them on long-range ocean patrols
against submarines. Their great virtue was
their reliable engines, their immense petrol
capacity, and the fact that they were easy
to fly. And as submarine hunters they
served the R.A.F. very well.

Even to-day the “Fortresses” and
“Liberators” are 50 miles an hour or
more slower than our “Lancasters” and
“Halifaxes,” and carry rather less than
half the load. In  fact, as is plain to
anybody who likes to do a little arithmetic
with official figures, a U.S. bomber with a
crew of ten carries about the same bomb
load as a “Mosquito” with a crew of two,
and the “Mosquito” is about 150 miles
an hour faster.

AU of which is the more to the credit of

Welsh - Irish - German -Scand inavian - Dutch
Americans. There are so many Central
Europeans in the States, Bohemians and
Hungarians and Italians and Latvians
and Lithuanians and Poles and Greeks
and Bulgars and so forth, that we do not
get. On the other hand 1 saw no Negroes
among the U.S. crews, whereas at  an R.A.F.
bomber station at 04.00 hrs,, after a raid
I have seen a coal-black fellow-citizen
from Barbadoes drinking our alleged
coffee with a wild-looking man who, so
an R.A.F, officer told me, was a Mexican
(obviously an indigenous Aztec or Toltec
or some such, and not a SpanisheMexican)
who had come over to fight Fascism.

But as  the “foreigners” in the U.S. A.A.F.
are U.S. citizens, sometimes of two or
three generations back, they are all lumped
together and are not pushed into separate
squadrons, as arc our gallant “Free”
Allies, and even our own people from our
Dominions. That latter is, 1 believe, an
idiotic policy, because it tends to isolate
or insulate our Dominials or Colonials,
when we have the chance of centuries to
weld them all into one Imperial whole
for the strength of the British Common-
wealth of Nations. The U.S. Army people
have more sense. They put all breeds
(except Negroes) into the one melting-pot.
This community of danger and victory in
the U.S. A.A. F. must go far towards
producing a united nation.

Those U.S. crews got real “cawfy” when
they landed. I t  was good after the wash
which served to us British as coffee.

The “Flying Fortress” is a fine aeroplane.
My pilot friends tell me that it is beautiful
to fly. But it suffers, like the “Liberator,”
from having been put into mass-production
too soon —and, incidentally from being
over- publicised. Also the name “Fortress”
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in which the crew of each aircraft navigates and
bombs for itself, impossible. So the U.S. bombers
could only work in daylight, and had to defend
themselves against German and Japanese fighters
Thanks to their excellent .5 inch machine-guns they
put up a splendid show. Whether the gunners or
their ancestors learned to shoot in the Wild West
or in Chicago, nobody seems to have enquired. But
they could shoot.

Perhaps their early claims for numbers of Germans
destroyed were optimistic— my friends among U.S
senior officers say probably that they were—but they
did do in a lot of Huns. The bigger guns, and so
many of them (often ten or a dozen per aircraft)
and the heavier ammunition, added a lot to the

load and so rut down the bomb
load. Hut there is no disputing
that the U.S.A,A.F.  bombers all
over the world have done grandly

Their fighters have been equally
good, but as with the bombers,
they never had a first -class
aircraft until quite lately when
the "Mustang” came out. It was
built io  a British specification,
and when the Packard -built
Rolls- Royce "Merlin” was put
into it, the "Mustang" came
right up into the same class with
the Hawker "Typhoon” and thi
contemporary "Spitfires." But
whether in the earlier "Mohawks”
or "Kittyhawks" or "Toma
hawks,” or the later "Warhawks,”
or the twin -boomed "Lightnings,"
the U.S. fighter pilots have put
up most gallant fights against the
Germans and have been right on
top of the Japanese all the time

THE ILS.A.A, SERVICES
The U.S. Army Air Service

Command, as I said earlier,
services all U.S. aircraft. It
modifies new types to make
them warworthy and keeps older
types in flying trim. Because

U.S. factory production is on such a huge scale any
alteration or modification to aircraft on the pro-
duction lines or assembly lines would cause hopeless
upsets and delays. So making the alterations over
here is cheaper in the end. We built and organised
huge factories for these jobs before the U.S. cairn
into the war, and, soon after Pearl Harbour, the
U.S.A.A.S. Command took them over, built others,
expanded the old ones, re-equipped them and
inarmed them.

Being in the war areas the people ot the Service
Command know much mon* about what is what
than do the scientists and designers and draughts
men back home who produce the Stuff in which the
boys over here risk their lives.

When the States came into the war in 1942 one of
these Service Depots which we were running hail
some 3.HO0 hands. When I saw it in 1944 it had been
enlarged out of recognition. Square miles (or so, it
seemed) were being bull-dozed to make runways or
foundations for new shops.

The colossal machine -simp in which spare parts
for engines and aircraft arc being made somehow
> truck me as looking queer. Then suddenly I spotted
that it was full nf able-bodied young men, and that
u years before I had been accustomed to seeing
only a few foremen and charge-hands in shops where
all the machine- hands and bench-workers were girls
and wt. en.

Tlm« gave me the key to the immense potential
powr i of th? I 'nited States, if ever they w*ere stretched
i heir limit in war. Remember that their "draft,”
or coii- • tfo: docs not touch any man over 3(1,
that no n tarried men have been called up—all married
men in th-' 1 .S, armed forces an- volunteers,
that th**.- N ry. jwri.tl fCrntinucd on 4 JO)

Uiutig ready tor the take-off. A Curtiss' "Helldiver” dive-bomber
“warming up.'* •

the gallant lads who man the big U.S. bombers.
Because they were rushed into the war so suddenly
there was not lime to give the U.S. crews the long
and intensive training which our R.A.F. chaps had
been having for three years longer under the British
Commonwealth Joint Air Training Hun in Canada.
Consequently, although they had the finest of
navigating instruments and a bombsight for which
the claim was made that with it a bombardier could
put a bomb into a barrel from 20,000 ft., they bravely
went into action when only a small percentage of
them knew how to use the equipment, I may add
that the latest U.S. bombers use a British bombsight.

So they had to fl v hi strict formation. The leader
and deputy leader had a first -class navigator and a

first-class bombardier. The navigator brought the
formation direct to the target. And then came the
"pat  tern -bombing” which was so effective. The No. J
bombardier dropped his bombs. No. 2, No. 3, and so
on, had orders er>/ to drop their bombs till they saw
the bombs dropping out of their next ahead. Thai
meant that by the time the bombs had dropped far
enough to be seen by the next astern, the second
rank of the formation would be up in the same patch
of air, so to speak, as the leader had been in when
he dropped his bombs. And so with the 3rd and 4th.

Thus, wherever the leader’s bombs fell the next
load would fall on or  just round the same place. Then
the third rank would drop their bombs when they saw
the bombs falling from the second rank, and by that
time they also would have moved into the same
patch of air. And so on, according to the length
and size of the formation. But anyhow the pattern
of the bomb-craters on the ground *—■* bound to be
much closer than it could have brim if v.uh bombardier
had tried to hit the target himself.

If the leader's bombardier made a mistake, then
they all bit th** wrong target. But that did not often
happen. Also if the leader’s navigator went wroti
they all went to the wrong place. But that was
not’ often either. The worst trouble was that if the
leader and deputy were shot down a good many of
the formation lost themselves—as in the first attack
on Ploesti in Rumania, which started from Egypt.
The bombers had to come down low to hit the oil
refineries, and some lost their formation. So several
of them lauded in Turkey on the way back, and
were interned. Then the Turks bought the aircraft,
and said that the crews were ent it In I to be treated as
delivery crews, so they were allowed to go home.

Naturally this limited training made night • bombing,
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A Famous Monitor
By Denis Rebbeck, MA  (Cantab.), M . INA . ,  A M l.Meeh.E

during the Battle of Britain she helped
to beat off enemy attacks.

As long ago as 1917 the "Erebus'' was in
action off the French and Belgian coasts,
when she was hit by bombs and by an
electrically-controlled motor boat, but
luckily she sustained only slight damage
After the last war she was engaged in
operations in the White Sea and in the
Baltic, and in six months she steamed
7.000 miles. The next 20 years of her life
were spent as a turret drill and cadets'
training ship. In 1939 she was re-armed
and made ready for active service again -

For 18 months
she was in home
wate r s ,  / lu r ing
which time she
served as  an outer
defence ship at
the mouth of the
Thames and ear
ried out several
bombardments of
t he  Channe l
ports. Then she
left the United
Kingdom to join
the Royal Navy
in the Mediter-
ranean, but was
diverted to the
Eas t  Ind i e s
Station while on
the way out. *

Her good luck
held ,  and  she

survived a heavy air attack by the Japanese
at Trincomalce. Later, in the Mediter-
ranean. she covered the Sicilian and Italian
landings, and at one time this ship found
herself under fire from two different enemy
batteries on different sides of the Straits of
Messina. The ship’s company were pump-
ing shells into Sicily as well as into the
Italian mainland, and the bombardment
lasted for 50 minutes. H.M.S. "Erebus"
was not hit once, although she survived
about thirty near misses!

When the enemy sank a hospital ship
near the monitor, the "Erebus" ignored
danger from submarine and air attacks
and went to the rescue, thus making
herself a sitting target. She picked up
some survivors, including several hospital
nurses.

H .\l >. Erebus'* is a 28-year-old monitor,
* one of the oldest ships in the Royal

Navy. She still has her original boilers
and engines, and throughout her long
career she has not once been delayed
by defects; since the end of 194 1 she has
steamed over 40,000 miles. This famous
ship was built and engined by Hatland
and Wolff Ltd. at Govan, under the
emergency war programme in 1916, and
is of 7,200 tons displacement. Her crew
number 315 and the ship has seen plenty
of action in two wars. Her overall length
is 405 ft., beam 88 ft. and. mean draught
only 11 ft .  Two
15-inch high angle
guns with a range
of 40,000 yards,
two 3-inch anti-
aircraft guns and
12 smaller guns
make up her ar-
mament, and the
hull is suitably
pro tec ted  wi th
armour

The most in-
teresting features
of the hull are
the 15 ft. deep
an t i - t o rpedo
bulges, divided
into 50 watertight
compar tmen t s ,
and the bow rud-
der, t he  l a t t e r
being fitted under
the forefoot. These items are shown in the
accompanying photograph of the sister
ship, H.M.S. " Terror,” also built by
Harland and Wolff Ltd. in 1916, but
unfortunately sunk in action with enemy
aircraft off the Libyan Coast in April 1941 .
The '‘Erebus’* is powered by two triple
expansion engines, the designed 6,000 h.p.
giving the ship a speed of 12 knots; steam
is supplied by Babcock boilers.

I t  will be appreciated that monitors,
which are specially designed for bombard-
ing enemy targets from close inshore, are
particularly liable to damage and attack
from enemy batteries, planes, submarines
mid surface craft. During the present war
the "Erebus*' has served in the East Indies,
in the Mediterranean, and in the recent
successful attack on Le Havre; while

A monitor’s anti-torpedo bulges.
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On the Track of the Irish MaiT
The Centenary of the Chester and Holyhead Railway

By R. A, H. Weight

IUST one hundred years ago, in 1844, construction
of the Chester and Holyhead Railway was authorised

by Parliament. I t  was a bold scheme for those days,
involving a capital expenditure of ¢2,000,000, in-
cluding initial harbour works at its western extremity
in which the Government were particularly interested
on account of their desire for improved communica-
tions with Ireland. The scheme was backed by the
London and Birmingham and the Grand Junction
(afterwards London and North Western) companies
and in view of the fact that the line now forms an
interesting and busy part of the L.M.S. main Irish
Mail route which many readers have traversed while
holiday bent, ■ this seems an opportune moment to
describe some of its principal
features and landmarks.

Traffic operation began in
1848 between Chester and
Bangor; also between Holy-
head and Llanfair P.G., the
Anglesey village reputed to
have the longest name in
Britain if fully spelt out.
The Menai Straits, an ami
of the Irish Sea between lhe
Welsh mainland and the
Isle of Anglesey, still had
to* be crossed by ferry for
several years more, although
Telford's magnificent sus-
pension bridge for road
traffic had been completed
earlier in the century as
part of that eminent en-
gineer’s bold London- Holy-
head road. Just as Telford
had used his Conway sus-
pension bridge farther east
on the same route as a model
and experiment for the
much greater structure over
the Menai Strait, Robert
Stephenson, who was en-
gineer for the Chester and Holyhead line, designed
a Tubular iron bridge for his crossing of the Conway
river near Llandudno, and carried the idea further
by bridging the sea in similar though much vaster
style. The Britannia railway bridge was the first
of its kind on so large a scale. To meet Admiralty
requirements it had to be built clear of interference
with shipping. The bases of the rectangular tubes
through which the trains run are 130 ft .  above low
water mark, while the two main spans are each of
460 ft., the central stone pier being anchored to an
island. This fine bridge is 1,843 feet long and still
stands to-day capable of carrying the heavy, modern
locomotives and express train loads. It is approached
on one side by an impressive sweeping curve guarded
by sculptured lions, in a beautiful situation, though
a disadvantage from the passenger’s point of view
is that while actually crossing a tubular bridge nothing
can be seen as one appears to be in a tunnel.

In 1859 the Chester and Holyhead ceased to be a
separate company when it was merged into the
London and North Western, which railway had been
working it for some years. So it became united
with the main line from Euston and Crewe and was
henceforth the through route of the “Irish Mail."
Government contracts were forthcoming, provided
that train and steamer services to and from Dublin
were accelerated and arrivals secured within certain
lime limits. Under the auspices of Mr. John Rains-
bottom, Northern Division Locomotive Engineer of

The "Irish Mail” about 40 years ago on Aber troughs, double headed by a Webb
three-cylinder compound as pilot and a four-cylinder compound. Photograph

by R. Brookman.

the L. and N.W.R., the first water pick-up troughs
in the world were laid between the Chester and
Holyhead tracks at Aber in 1860, long before the plan
of picking up water at speed developed elsewhere
in Britain to any extent; while speedy 2-2-2 “single-
wheelers,” of which wheel type the Pretty “Lady
of the Lake” class were so familiar in Victorian days,
created fame for fast travel with comparatively
light trains in those parts. There was much double-
heading.

During the more recent years of L. and N.W.
operation lhe Holyhead main line was operated by
Webb’s three-cylinder and four-cylinder compounds;
the famous “Jumbo” 2-4-0s and the "DX”  and

“Cauliflower" 0-6-0s that were capable of handling
anything within reason. Following on during the
present century came the “Precursor” 4-4-0s and
the Webb and Whale mixed traffic 4-6-Os. The
older engines still survived, mainly on the subsidiary
services, and the last few three-cylinder Webb com-
pounds hung on at Chester well after the bulk of lhe
others of that uncertain type had been broken up.
The superheater era saw the introduction of the
“George the Fifth" 4 -4-0s, and later the “Prince of
Wales” and "Claughton” 4-6-0s.

Since the formation of the L.M.S. group in 1923,
although Crewe L. and N.W'. types have continued
much in evidence, standard modem engines have
also handled much of the traffic, which in summer
is extremely heavy. - Midland class ”4” 0-6-0 and
Compound 4 4 0 engines came into the picture, a
number, of course, having been built by the L.M.S.;
while to-day “Royal Scots” (including some of the
latest rebuilds), together with various Stanier designs,
are seen in striking contrast to the stout old veterans
of yester-year, tender and tank. Since 1927 there
have been through locomotive workings between
Holyhead and Euston, 263|  miles, engmemen stationed
at  Holyhead coming through to London with the
“Irish Mail," up one day and down the next. Re-
boih-red “Claughtons” regularly shared this duty
until supplanted by "Royal Scots” which could handle
loads up to 500 tons or so on the 1939 timings. On
the busiest days in Summer, when tfye northbound
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in one of these handsome
ships on a calm summer
evening, when we were
about half-way from the
Irish coast (it is 57 miles
from Dun Laoghaire, the
outport of Dublin, to
Holyhead) it was possible
at the same time to see
the mountains of Eire
silhouetted against a
twilight sky, and the
powerful beams of the
Skerries and South Stack
lighthouses off the North
Wales coast for which we
were making.

Holyhead Harbour was
considerably enlarged in
1880. It has an extensive
outer anchorage, protected
by huge breakwaters,
which serves as a refuge
for shipping of all kinds
during severe gales. The
L.M.S. steamers berth
alongside one of the
arms of the V-shaped
inner harbour where the

trains wait In close proximity, with plenty of accom-
modation for passengers, baggage and mails under
cover. The L.M.S. hotel and offices, looking clean
and cheerful in their red-brick, stone dressed style
of construction, are situated at the apex of the V.
There are some steep climbs nt 1 in 90-100 facing
the Southbound “Irish Mail” in Anglesey, otherwise
the Chestcr-Holyhead line is mostly easily graded.
Holyhead is situated on a separate island that juts
out into the Irish Sea west of Anglesey, but the
bridge is a short one over the tideway as there is a
causeway carrying railway and road for most of the
distance between the two isles.

Among other attractive features of the present day
Chester- Holy head line may be mentioned the long
stretches close to and in sight of the sea, also many
grand marine views on one side with mountain
panoramas on the other. Starting from the English
end at  the interesting General station (joint L.M.S.

A splendid view of the up “Irish Mail'' showing dearly the mail stowage and Post
Office sorting vans behind the tender. The engine is a “Claughton” 4-6-0. Photo-

graph by Real Photographs Co. Ltd., Southport.

day mail ran in two parts before the war, the first
portion worked by the Holyhead engine and crew
was booked to run without a stop in about nve hours.
Normally, several stops were made, but the Irish
boat expresses ran without a halt over the 84 miles
between Chester and Holy bead.

The history of the Holy head- Irish steamer services
is interesting and somewhat stormy. The Chester
and Holyhead Company was granted powers right
from the start in 1851 to operate mail packets,
being the first railway to do so. I t  used small, low-
powered paddle steamers. But when the British
Government insisted upon an accelerated through
service from London the successor company, the
L. and N.W.R., found itself in difficulties, especially
during the bad weather of Winter. Powerful Irish
influences were also brought to bear, with the result
that for many years subsequently the mail contract
was held by the City of Dublin Steam Packet Co.,
whose steamers, running be-
tween Holyhead and Kingstown,
now Dun Laoghaire, were
fiercely in competition with
the L. and N.W. ones, though
the railway carried the pas-
sengers, mails, and parcels on
the English side for both.

The L. and N.W. operated
its own steamers between Holy-
head and North Wall, Dublin;
in addition, until the last war
it had a service between Holy-
head and Grecnorc. From the
latter port it owned and worked
the Dundalk, Newry and Green-
orc line connecting with the
Great Northern of Ireland a t
a point now not far from the
Eire-Northern Ireland border.
This arrangement was con-
tinued by the L.M.S. During
the heyday of the Irish pas-
senger traffic through Holyhead,
30-40 years ago, there were
five services from Euston and
principal Midlands stations each 24 hours. On account
of political troubles and economic difficulties, there
have only been two in the normal routine of the
last two decades, and these have been L.M.S.-
operated throughout, the sea crossing being accom-
plished by magnificent turbine, twin-screw steamers —
veritable miniature liners of 3,400 tons, capable of a
*peed of 25 knots. They were named
"Comorin,” “Hibernia,” “Scotia." Last time I crossed

A down Chester express seen after grouping hauled by an ex-L.N.W.R. 4-6-0
of the “Prince of Wales’* class temporarily fitted to burn oil fuel.

and G.W.), two short tunnels are traversed. Then,
after crossing the River Dee, the train enters Wales
and travels north-wTcst parallel with the estuary of
that river, through a rather dull sandy and partly
industrial region. Near Taiacre and the Point of
Air, however, the open, sea is soon reached as  we
turn west along the North Wales coast. Popular
holiday and residential resorts, ncctssitating an
enormous number of (Continued on page 430)
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The 'Flying Jeep '
By John W R Taylor

THE Jeep has become almost a symbol
during the last fam years —a symbol of

the United Nations' rugged' will to carry
on against any odds. From Iceland to
the Western Desert, from Normandy to
Burma and the Pacific Islands, the sun
never sets on the fighting Jeep. Bad
weather and the heat of the battle present
no obstacles, and the road does not exist
that the Jeep cannot negotiate.

For an aeroplane to be nicknamed
Flying Jeep" is therefore an honour

indeed. The Taylorcraft "Auster*1 has
proved itself well
worthy of that honour.
Before the war it was
just a popular British
three-seat light aero-
plane. But when war
came every aeroplane
was neqded for military
purposes, and ■ so the

Auster'* went  t o
F rance  wi th  t he
original B. E. F. on
communications duties.
It soon made a name
for itself as an artillery
observation machine,
and earned the* ad-
ditional title of "The
Eyes of the Army "
Austers," piloted by

Army officers of the Air Observation Post
Squadrons "spotted” for the guns of the
1st Army and "Monty’s" 8th Army in
Tunisia and Sicily, and the first squadron
ashore in Italy was equipped with these
aircraft. Later they were Hawn off carriers
to direct Naval gunfire at Salerno, Sur-
prisingly, these "Austers" carry no arma-
ment, although the pilot is protected by
JOO lb. of armour plate.

What sort of aircraft is the "Auster "?
Its rectangular braced wings lack the
grace and beauty of a "Spitfire," it has a
slab-sided fuselage with a large fin and
rudder, its wheels do not retract and are
not even spatted. But it is a good solid
job throughout, and every part will stand
up to the roughest usage that war-flying
can hand out. "Austers" usually operate
from roads or small fields in the fighting
area and are outside in all weathers. And
yet, although some of them have well over
a thousand hours flying time to their
credit, not one has been withdrawn from

Taylorcraft “Ausltrs” have a fine record of service in this war as artillery
observation aircraft. The latest version of this machine, the u Auster" IV, with

130 h.p. Lycoming engine, is here seen tn flight.

service through structural deterioration
Incidentally the "Flying Jeep" travels
further on a gallon of petrol than its
land-based namesake.

No field seems too small for the "Auster
It can take off in 75 yds. and climb 1 ,000 ft
in one minute. With flaps down and in
the face of a 15 m.p.h. breeze it can be
landed at 15 m.p.h. Its manoeuvrability
and angle of climb have to be seen to lie
believed, and its controls are delightfully
light. One "Auster," when attacked over
Sicily by an Me.109 made for the nearest

tall tree and just flew round and round if
in incredibly tight turns until the Hun
became fed up and went home.

The construction of the "Auster" wa>
evolved for ease of production and
maintenance. The fuselage and tail unit,
which are built up of welded steel tubing,
are surprisingly light in weight and uom
of the tail surfaces has cambered ribs. The
wings are built round two spars that arc
virtually only spruce planks placed on edge,
have steel ribs, and, like the fuselage and
tail, are fabric covered. The undercarriage
is of the simplest possible type and uses
rubber cord for shock-absorbing.

Ths war-time "Auster" is a side-by-side
two-seater, as extensive radio equipment
has taken the place of the third scat. Ji
has a proud record of service, bpt Taylor-
craft look forward to the day when, instead
of directing artillery fire, carrying stretchers
or guns, and ferrying "V.l.Ps.," "Austers"
will become the "Austin Sevens" of the
British skies.
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BOOKS TO READ
Here ue review books of interest and of use to readers of the "M.M." ike exception o
those issued by the Scientific and Children's Book Clubs, which are available only to members,
and certain others that will be indwaled, these should be ordered through a bookseller. 147 oni
supply copies to readers who are unable to place orders wi this manner. Order from Hook

Department, Meccano Ijd, Binns Road, Liverpool J3, adding 6d. for postage.

“THE STORY OF THE WEST HIGHLAND"
(L.N.E.R. 3/6)

With characteristic enterprise the L.N.E.R. have
published a further historical booklet, presumably
written by Mr. George Dow. This is a splendid
companion volume to "The First Railway in Norfolk"
reviewed in the "M.Md’ in August last. The present
book actually commemorates the golden jubilee of
the opening of the West Highland Railway, long
since vested in the former North British system and
now of course included in the L.N.E.R. This “Road
to the Isles,’’ for such it is, forms a most interesting
outpost of the kingdom of King’s Cross, and it"
fascinating story is ably told by the author. Thr
book is tin mere history directed only to the railway
student; it tells the enthusiast practically everything
he likes to know about a particular railway, and in
addition there is a wealth of well-re prod need illustra-
tions that give the reader a fine idea of the scenes
on and along the line, and of its equipment. Many
of the features were peculiar to the West Highland,
fur owing to its geographical situation that line, like
the neighbouring Callander and Oban section of the
1..M.S., boasts characteristics that mark i t  as
"different'' from its owners’ main line.

An excellent map of the fine appears on the inside
front cover, so that we can readily follow the references
to the route detailed in the historical survey that
forms the first of the four sections into which the
account is divided. The West Highland had its
origin in a scheme of 60 years ago far connecting
Glasgow with Fort William by rail, and an extension
was to continue the line through the Great Glen
and so reach Inverness. This would have given a
shorter route to the Highland Capital than that from
Glasgow via Perth, and the scheme was strenuously
opposed by th* then Highland Railway. As a result
the project had to be dropped. In the next attempt
the line through the Great Glen was omitted, arid
in spite of continued Highland opposition the Act
was obtained, the work was put in hand, and in
August 1894 the line was opened throughout to
Fort William. This was the first instance in Great
Britain of the opening in one day of a railway 100
miles in length.

The story continues with battles with the Highland
Railway, and of ups and downs generally, the lint
finally being taken over by the North British Rail-
way, "which worked it  from the start. It  never reached
Inverness, but was extended to Mallaig, on the coast,
and in the second section the engineering features of
the route are dealt with. On the section to Fort
William bridges and viaducts are numerous but
tunnels are not nearly so common as one might
expect in mountainous country. On the Mallaig
extension tunnels are more plentiful, while the beautiful
curving viaduct in romantic Gleufinnan is probably
the best known engineering feature of the whole
system. Signalling features and various safety devices,
including Great Britain’s only snowshed, also are
described, with the working of the line, and the
locomotive section includes details of its engines,
from the special “West Highland bogies/* with 5 ft.
7 in. wheels, to the most recent type particularly
designed for West Highland duty, the "K4"  2-6 -Os
of the "Loch Long*' series.

Finally interesting drawings show a typical West
Highland station ami one of the familiar West High-
land bogie composite coaches. There are also a
gradient profile and a table of dimensions of the
principal locomotive classes.

"BUILDING A REPUBLIC"
By L. LAMPREY (Harrap. 7/6 net)

The republic of Mr. Lamprey’s book is the United
States, and hr has made a fascinating story of its
growth from the time of the earliest settlers to the
present day, when their descendants are joining in
the struggle to destroy Nazi tyranny. He has not
written a mere history in outline. Instead he has
told plain stories, from records, of great decisions
and events, such as the War of Independence and the
Civil War; but he goes much deeper than this, for
he gives an array of facts and stories that reveal to' us
the people behind all these events. We are given
instances of their desire for independence; we see how
the problems of slavery arose and how they were
solved; and we are able to follow the growth of the
modem industrial era with its amazing mechanical
progress. These and many other more homely details
help us to understand better the course of United
States history and to value its people as Allies. There
are five -useful maps.

"HAZARDS OF WAR"
By STAN c sv  ROGERS (Harrap. 8/6 net)

Here is a notable contribution to the stream of
books covering different aspects of the war, packed
full of stories of heroic deeds, daring escapes, and
feats of endurance. We read of the attack by Com-
mandos on Rommel’s Headquarters in Libya, of the
raid on St. Nazairc, and of the rescue o f  captured
British seamen from the "dAmarA.1* Stories of escape
from the tiermans as they overran one European
country after another are told, and from the Far
East we get such tales as the escape of General
MacArthur from Corregidor, the survival of Ensign
Gay after he had blown up a Japanese aircraft carrier
jn the battle of Midway Island, and the rescue of
Capt. Rickenbacker, the famous American flyer,
who was lost in the Pacific for 21 days. Other stories
of endurance at sea are finely' told, including the 34
days' drift on a small raft of Dixon, an American
pilot, and two companions, that ended in a landing
on a tiny island, with the exhausted pilot urging his
weak companions to stand up as they went ashore
with the words: "if  there are any Japs on this island
they’ll not see an American crawl.’'

The book makes stirring reading and is well illus-
trated with excellent photographs.

"THE CHILDREN'S HOW AND WHY
AEROPLANE BOOK"

(Faber. 3/6 net)
This addition to the excellent “Morley Adams’ '

senes of children’s books tells in simple language and
with clear, descriptive drawings the *’Hows’* and
“Whys” of modern aircraft in time of war. Each
page of text is faced by a page of illustrations, sc
that the young reader can see a t  a glance exactly what
is meant. In this way the usual types of fuselages,
tail units, flaps, undercarriages, engines, and so on.
are briefly expla i ned. Other pages deal wi t h naviga t iou
and radio equipment, oxygen apparatus, de-icing
equipment, and the parachutes and dinghy carried
for emergency use. On the operational side the reader
is introduced to the members of a bomber's crew and
told of their respective duties, and is given a general
idea of how a big Jxmfbmg raid is carried out. The
guns of a fighter aircraft, and the cameras used for
air photography also are explained. The final section
of the book deals with Air Force badges and medals,
tells how they are won and for what they arc awarded.
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Air News
First R.A.F. Round- the-World

Flight
An Avro ‘’Lancaster" from the

Centra! Flying School, Flying Train-
ing Command, is making the first
round- the- world Hight of an R.A.F.
aircraft. The outward stage of the
Hight, to New Zealand, was made
by way of Montreal, Washington,
Sau Francisco, Honolulu, Canton
Island and Samoa, and the return
will tie via Ceylon, Karachi, ami
Cairo.

The purpose of the ll.ght is stated
to be to study navigation and to
demonstrate the latest equipment
suitable for the Pacific area.

“Golden Hind” Goes East
The "Tempest “ the latest Hawker single-seat fighter. This type has
been an outstanding success against the Hying bombs. Photograph by

C. R. Peckham-
fighters was written a third German machine of this
kind has been reported in action on the Western front.
This is the Heinkel He 280, which is similar in general
layout to the Me 262 but appears to be aerodyn amicall y
cleaner than the Messerschmitt machine. The He 280
has twin fins and rudders, and two "jet-units’’ arc
carried under the wings like those of the Me 262.

The armament of the Me 262 fighter has now been
reported as four 20 mm. Mk 108 cannon, and a 250 lb.
bomb can he carried under each wing.

The U.S. Bell “Airacomet" twin -jet fighter weighs
rather more than live tons, has a wing span of 49 ft.,
and is armed with f<»ur .5 in. machine-guns.

J.W.R.T.
New Fairey Fleet-Fighter

I t  was officially revealed last moufh that a two-seat
fleet-fighter aircraft called the "Firefly" is in service
with the Fleet Air Arm. It is a product of the Fairey
Aviation Company, creators of the famous "Swordfish,"
and the "Fulmar” and "Albacore” types. The “Firefly”
is armed with two 20 mm. Hispano cannon in each
wing. It is of 44 ft. 6 in. span, and has folding wings
to facilitate stowage aboard a carrier.

London-LIverpool Air Service Resumed
The daily air service between Croydon and Liverpool

was resumed by Railway Air Services Ltd. on 13th
November last. It  is the first civilian air service to
be operated to and from London since the war began.
De Havilland DH 86 4-engined aircraft, seating 10
passengers, are being used; but the accommodation
available for the general public will vary according
to Air Ministry requirements for priority passengers.
One flight in each direction is made daily.

British Overseas Airways’ 4 -engined flying boat
"Golden Hitul,” shown in the lower illustration on this
page, left England recently on delivery flight to East
Africa, after having been completely re-rquipped at
the Corporation's Marine Base. The extensive overhaul
included division of the passenger accommodation
into four compartments, and the fitting of a»concealed
emergency escape hatch working on a press-button
system. With accommodation fnr 38 passengers,
stowage for 4 tons of freight, and 3,600 gal. of fuel
in her tanks the whole representing a maximum
loaded weight of over 33 tons— 'Gulden Hind” is
capable of carrying a great variety of loads. If less
than 32 passengers arc carried one side of the main
cabin is arranged as a promenade, so that passengers
may lean against a rail and look out of the windows.
Thu "Go/Jcn Hind and the two other "G"  Class

flying boats "Golden Horn” and "Golden Fleece," were
Iniiit in 1939 and were taken over by the R.A.F.
to form a Special Duty Flight. During R.A.F. service
she was fitted with turrets and depth charges gear,
and took part in Atlantic patrols and submarine
chasing. She also did transport service between the
British Isles and the Mediterranean. After her return
to British Overseas Airways in 194 J she was put on
the Lisbon shuttle service, and though her normal
passenger-carrying capacity is 38, this number was
greatly Increased when bringing refugees to England.
Since June 1943 “Golden Hind” has born flying to
Foynes, connecting with the Corporation’s Boeing
arrivals there.

More About “Jet-Planes”
Since the paragraph in last month’s " J i r  AT«is“ on

the Messerschmitt reaction-propelled Me 163 and Me 262

The methods of air-sea
rescue employed by the
R.A.F. now include the
carrying of non -capsizable,
fully-equipped life-boats by
modi f i ed  “Warwicks , "
"Hudsons," and "Fortress"
Ils  of Coastal Command.
The life-boat is carried under
the fuselage and dropped by
parachute to air crews forced
down on the sea.

Air Defence of Great
Britain, R.A.F., has been
renamed Fighter Command,
a title made famous by the
achievements of the R.A.F.
in the Battle of Britain.

British Overseas Airways “G“ Class flying boat “Golden Hind.’’ Photograph
by courtesy of Short Bros. (Rochester and Bedford) Ltd.
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drop down the
sheer mountain
side. We sat
down to a very
welcome lunch,
with an amazing
panorama of the
F rench  and
Italian Alps as
dessert. Then we
looked round for
t he  Swis s
Customs Guard,
who eventually
appeared from
behind a mound
of snow, rub-
bing the sleep
from his eyes.

'‘Where are you going?" he demanded, taking our
passports. We told him. He appeared to be highly
amused, “God be with you!" he said, and as if he
were not concerned with such lunatics, he nodded
sleepily and returned to his hibernation.

The last of the snow was at our backs. Before us
stretched the broad highway, now beautifully clear
and dry. What a joy it was to move freely once again!
We donned pullovers and started what was intended
to be a headlong rush to the valley below. We got
as far as the first bend, cornered professionally, and
and then came to a sudden halt as our front wheels
buried themselves in fresh snow. We stared in
amazement; there was snow as far as the eye could
see, and the road had completely vanished under a
solid white mantle that extended from the peaks above
us to the valley below. There was one solitary set
of footsteps, and gingerly we shouldered our machines
and followed them. That is to say, my companion
led and I followed.

Presently the single track became a double one,
with one branch going steeply downhill. This we
followed until we reached a point where the snow
was pitted and dirty. Underneath we could hear
the now familiar roar of a rushing torrent. Carefully
we tried each footstep, fearful of breaking through
and disappearing underneath, perhaps to reappear
some days later in the Mediterranean.

While we were discussing the next move, we fancied
we beard a distant voice which seemed to echo and
re-echo across the face of the mountains, to be
caught up and tossed from peak to peak. We listened
intently and were astonished to hear a voice calling
in our own language: “Are you English?" We ad-
mitted that we were. "Then go back to the other
track!” the voice continued. "That path leads no-
where and is dangerous. You might cause an
avalanche.'.'

We climbed directly up the mountain side to reach
the other track, heaving our bicycles with us, and
finally reached it, somewhat the worse for wear.
Most of the time we had been up to our waists in
snow, and both had several ugly cuts where we had
gashed ourselves on hidden rocks.

I t  was now becoming necessary to hurry. The Sun
had disappeared, and an icy wind was blowing down
on us from the peaks, whipping fine snow into our
faces. It was getting late, and there was still no
sign of the snow ending, while the snow itself was
now- by no means as easy to cross as at first. The
lower we struggled down the track, the softer it be-
came, and we plunged in up to our waists with
disconcerting frequency. But the nightmare eventually
came to an end. We staggered round a comparatively
dear bend, and there in front of us was the black-
and-white-striped Customs post.

A sticky corner

The Snowbound Great St. Bernard
By R. R. Bushell

/"'YCLING over an Alpine pass at any time is a
memorable experience. Let that s>ame pass be

snowed up, and it becomes an entirely different story.
Early one summer a friend and I crossed the Great
St. Bernard under those conditions. It  was a distinctly
hazardous, and at times unpleasant journey, but ail
the same we struggled through.

The fun started when, after passing a minute inn,
the Can tine de Proz, we reached the first of the snow
drifts. But where was the narrow path we were
supposed to negotiate? There was no sign of it, and
we were forced to throw the bicycles on to the snow
and scramble up after them.

That first drift was a real thrill; although the snow
was packed quite hard and pushing our machines
over ridiculously easy. Here and there the drifts
would give way to clear patches of road, and we
made up for lost time by riding again. Then we
reached the narrowing valley known as the Combe
des Morts, or Corrie of the Dead. That was a cheerful
place to be crossing, especially as it owes its name
to the number of travellers who have died there in
avalanches. Now we were forced to edge round sheer
drops, w’hcre the crust of snow threatened to break
and precipitate us into the valley several hundred
feet below. Sometimes we had to cross soft, dis-
coloured patches, under which we could hear freshly
melted snow roaring downhill to join distant moun-
tain streams.

Slipping and sliding in soaking wet shoes was not
our idea of enjoyment, but eventually the Hospice
hove in sight, and it seemed to us a safe harbour
in that snowy sea. For around the corner, we had
been told, were a clear road and a breath-taking

The road on the Italian side of the pass, completely
buried in snow.
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The Art of Shipbuilding
III— Further Details of Construction

By Denis Rebbeck, MA .  (Cantab.), A M.I.Mech E

I N the previous article we saw how the
plating of the ship's hull is started, and

the term "strake" was explained, A very
important point about shell plating is
that strakes are alternately raised and
sunk; in other words, the edges of every
second strake are
visible, while in-
termediate strakes
have their edges
covered and are
f lush wi th  t he
frames. The reason
for this alternate
raising and sinking
of s t r akes  i s
obvious. The plates
mus t  ove r l ap
whenever riveted
cons t ruc t ion  is
employed in ship-
building, and it is
worth mentioning
that one of the
many claims made
for an all-welded
sh ip  is t ha t  a
perfectly smooth
exterior is provided
for the hull —the
plates in this case
being joined by butt
welding, that  is they
are joined end to
end without over-
lap. Welded con-
struction as it is

are expanded by a mechanical hammer,
with a blunt chisel-like tool, being gradually
worked along the plates' edges, and the
seams are thus tightly closed. The com-
pletion of this particular operation all
over the shell plating is indicated by a

wavy white band
of cha lk  being
drawn along the
completed seams.

Meanwhile, the
decks and water-
tight bulkheads are
also being fabri-
cated and built up,
by riveting and
welding plates and
sections to vertical
girders. The noise
inside the hull as
all this work pro-
ceeds  apace  i s
terrific, and must
be experienced to
be believed. Various
openings are left
in the decks for
the several hold*
and for finally
in s t a l l i ng  the
machinery. In all
but the smallest
ships, the heavy
p rope l l i ng
machinery is not
put in the ship
unti l  a f te r  t he

Erecting the main bulkheads.

being extensively carried out in the United
States is described in some detail further
on in this article.

As the riveting of the shell plates
proceeds and each line of rivets is com-
pleted, a white line is painted along them
to indicate that that particular part has
been finished, and this also acts as a
check for the ratefixers— the men who
assess the amount of riveting carried out
by each squad of riveters—and enables
them to calculate the workmen's wages.
This particular procedure, of course,
applies to all riveting completed through-
out the ship* The water-tightness of the
ship's hull is finally ensured by caulking
the edges of the plates, that is, the edges

launch has taken place, on account of the
enormous weights involved.

Every ship, for strength and safety, is
split up by several transverse watertight
bulkheads and also a double bottom;
tragic accidents like the sinking of the
White Star liner "Titanic** before the last
war made all shipbuilders and classification
societies realise the absolute necessity for
the subdivision of the hull into compara-
tively small spaces. The shell plating
between watertight compartments is
further strengthened by longitudinal bars
called stringers.

The hull is now rapidly approaching the
time when it will be ready for launching,
and the construction of the superstructure.
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The ship is painted both inside and
out by a huge squad of painters who
carefully go all over the hull; positions
difficult to reach are covered by brushes
attached to long wooden poles. The first
coat is red lead, and the final coats arc
determined by whatever the particular
ship-owning company’s colours are. These
often have pleasant combinations of colours
such as violet above watertine and red
below, and many’ other varieties. The
common tramp steamer, however, foi
obvious reasons, is generally painted plain
black, sometimes with a white band at
waterline level, but generally without any-
thing to relieve its rather drab appearance

Finally all is ready for the launching,
and the hundreds of workers can rightfully
take an admiring last look at  the impressive
steel structure which they have created.

No article on shipbuilding w’ould In-
complete without making reference to the
use of electric-arc welding as applied to
ship construction, especially with regard
to the big strides which the yards in the
United States have made in this direction

Modern shipbuilding includes a large
amount of welding, and electric welding is
becoming more and more a feature of the
present-day ship. Because of welding.
America has been able to come to the
assistance of the Allies by producing
a huge fleet of '‘Liberty” ships in a

View during later construelion.

the deck houses, bridge and accommodation
generally is pushed ahead. Reference to
the illustrations will show this work
proceeding. As the hull is completed, the
testing of watertight compartments, such
as tank tests, is carried out; the various
double bottom tanks and those forrard
and aft are filled with water by large
capacity pumps situated on the slip, and
a careful inspection for watertightness is
gone through by the officials concerned.
As each tank is checked and passed, the
water is run off and the test recorded.
High-pressure hoses are used to play
water on the numerous sidelights, or
portholes, once the glass has been fitted,
for the same reason.

The rudder is carefully lowered into
(>osition by a crane at the lower end of
the slip, and fitted to the stem frame,
the steering gear, which goes in the huh
above the rudder post, is also fixed in its
particular compartment. Meanwhile the
stern tube is fitted, after careful boring
out and alignment; the stern section of
the propeller shafting, known as the tail
shaft, is then fitted, together with the
propellers. It is very important to  ensure
that the tail shaft alignment is carried
right through to the bedplate for the
engine, which is further forrard in the
hull, so that the whole length, of shafting,
when finally put in place, will run true
ih its bearings. The hull almost completed.
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surprisingly short space of time, using
workpeople about 99 per cent, of whom
had no previous knowledge of shipbuilding.
The present American output has been
attained by standardisation of design,
once the production stage has been reached;
by centralisation of materials and fittings,
and by pre-fabrication, both of the main
hull structure and the
various components.
As a matter of fact,
the actual building of

* the ship on the slip
is merely the end of
an  assembly  line
which is supplied by
more  t han  1,200
factories which are
situated throughout
the length and breadth
of the U.S.A.

The first American
"Liberty'1 ‘ ship was
completed on 30th De-
cember 194 1 , her name
being the “Patrick
Henry"; and the size
of these general pur-
pose cargo ships can
be gathered from the
following data. She
is a single screw
steamer, length be-
tween perpendiculars
416 ft., overall length
441 ft. 6 in., beam
57 ft., and moulded
depth to upper deck
37 ft. 4 in. The
deadweight carrying
capacity is 10,800
tons, and the dis-
placement to the load
waterline 14,100 tons.
The vessel has two
complete decks, a
raked stem and an elliptical cruiser stern;
eight main transverse watertight bulk-
heads divide the hull, providing five cargo
holds. The main engine is a three cylinder
triple expansion steam engine developing
2,500 indicated horse power a t  76 revolu-
tions per minute. Frame spacing varies
from 30 in. amidships to between 27 in.
and 24 in. at the forward and aft ends of
the hull. Double bottom Construction is
used, and there is a solid continuous
vertical keel and several intercostal
longitudinals.

In September 1941, there were 21
shipyards with about 100 building berths
employed _on merchant ship construction

in the U.S.A., and some idea of the
advances made since then can be gathered
from the fact that there are now over
70 shipyards having a total of more than
300 slips, the output per day being more
than five ships. This figure will very
likely be increased to six ships per day!
These amazing figures, it will be ap-

preciated, could never
be attained if the
ships were entirely
built on those 300
slips. In actual fact,
t hey  a r e  mere ly
assembled there, the
time for each ship
on each particular
slip being about seven
weeks.

There is, of course,
a lways  a snag
somewhere, and in
this particular case
the cost of the ship
is the black spot. In
the U.S.A, these new
"Liberty" ships are
costing about double
what they would if
built in this country
by our methods. This
does not matter very
much in time of war,
however, as speed of
production is the ail
important factor, but
i t  s e rves  a s  an
ind ica t ion  of t he
d i f f i cu l t i e s  which
American yards will
face when , competing
for tonnage in the
world’s markets after
the war is over.

The United States
is at  present changing

over from the "Liberty"  design of merchant
ship to a faster type, known as the
"Victory" ship, and this of course will
for a while affect the output. However,
in spite of this change, the delivery of
new vessels for 1944 will be 1,799. This
total will be made up of about half
"Liberty" ships, 339 "Victory" ships, 300
of a cargo ship design known as the "C"
type, and 340 tankers. The amazing total
output of tonnage from the time when
the first real effort was made until the
end of 1944 will be about 34,000,000 tons
gross. The reader will probably gasp with
amazement a t  these figures, but he must
not forget that (Continued on page 430)

Bow view before launching.
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This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 600 words in length
are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should he
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-
graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

turns the point and waves the driver all clear. After
the last bogie of the train has passed, he once more
turns the point, removes the staff and returns to the en-
gine. The object of the high siding is to prevent trains
on the return journey from overrunning the station.

Mixed trains work over the line daily except on

A CURIOUS BRIDGE
In my travels over England I have come across

many interesting and peculiar buildings and monu-
ments, but I think for sheer oddity, iioth of name
and appearance, my latest find beats them all. Not
very long ago my jonmeyings took me
to the old country town of Bradford-
on-Avon, in Wiltshire. During a ramble
through the streets I found myself
crossing the aged seven-arched bridge,
when a remarkable building over the
centre of the bridge itsell gave me pause.
1 photographed it immediately, with the
result shown a t  the foot of the page.

I asked for the name of the bridge
and was told that it is known locally
by what is certainly the queerest name
I have ever heard: "Under the fish and
over the fish." I could not get any
explanation of this from anyone 1 asked,
but I came to the conclusion that it
must be because of the fish weathervane
which decorates the roof, and the fish
in the river below. This is certainly
appropriate.

The building has a rather strange
history as well as a peculiar name. It
was, 1 learned, first used as a chapel for
the celebration of Mass, but later, after the
Reformation, it changed its character, as did many
other buildings, and was used as a "Blind-house,” or
in other words, a lock-up. E.  BRAIN (Bristol).

A NIGERIAN LIGHT RAILWAY
During my holidays a t  Zaria, I visited the Bauchi

Light Railway, which gives access to the Bauchi tin
fields. The line runs from Zaria, on the main
Nigerian line from Lagos to Kano, to Jos, a distance
of 133$ miles. The gauge is 2 ft. 6 in., and engines
numbered 51 to 60, with the
0 6-2 wheel arrangement, are
in use. The one shown in the
accompanying photograph is
No. B60, built by the Hunslet
Engine Company in 1921. They
are all slide-valve engines with
side admission ports. This is
the only 2 ft. 6 in.* railway
in Nigeria, the main dines
being of 3 ft. 6 in. gauge. I t
i s  old, but still in operation, a
point of particular interest.

Engine No. B60 operates
the Bauchi passenger train on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. Leaving Zaria at
7 a. m’., it passes through eight
halt stations, eventually ar-
riving at Jos at 8.30 p.m. The
scheduled time for the 133$
mile journey is I 3 |  hours. The
journey is mainly uphill, Zaria
being 2,000 fl. above sea level
and Jus 4,000 ft., so that the
train ascends some 2,000 fl.
before it reaches its destination.

At Teria, two stations from
Zaria, there is a high siding
where the fireman alights
with a train staff in bis hand,
places it in the point box.

A British light 0-6-2 locomotive on the Bauchi Light Railway,
in West Africa. Photograph by H. Ekwensi, Nigeria.

Sundays. The system reminds one of a model railway,
but the receipts are good. H. ExwENSi (Nigeria).

ARGENTINE EXPRESS TRAINS
The finest express engines of the Central Argentine

Railway are 20 4-G-2s numbered 1101 to 1120,
which are used on express passenger trains, and
occasionally on the Buenos Aires -Rosario heavy
stopping train. They weigh about 172 tons in work-
ing order, with a boiler pressure of 225 lb. per sq.

in., and are provided with
Caprotti valves. One of the
trains they haul has the name
“El Serrano,” which means
the Hillman, and runs from
Buenos Aires to Cordoba in
the hill region of the country.
Engines are changed in Rosario.
Sometimes " El Serrano” is
run in two sections, and I
remember one day when there
were three "Serranos."

Among the other named
expresses are '‘El liapido” the
Fast One, and “Lu Flecha,'*
The Arrow, both of which
travel between Rosario and
Buenos Aires; “El Tucumano,"
which runs between Buenos
Aires and Tucuman and has
air-conditioned coaches; and
“Kayo del Sol,” Ray of the
Sun, a night train running
between Buenos Aires and
Cordoba. The latter rims only
four times a week owing to the
present wartime conditions,
sometimes being made up of
18 sleeping carriages, with the
usual post and luggage vans
and dining car.
C. T. GooWARD (Buenos Aires).

A quaint structure on the bridge over the
river at Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts. Photo-

graph by E. Brain, Bristol.
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Have You Ever Thought About This?
How are Railway Carriages Lighted?

“jumper" cables, the lights in the whole train can
be put on or off by the guard from his van or any
other vehicle.

Electric lighting was first tried many years' ago.
batteries only being used in some instances, while
in others a dynamo driven by a separate steam
engine mounted on the tender of a locomotive was
employed. The more or less indifferent results ot
such early schemes, together with the development
of the use of compressed oil gas, caused gas lighting
to predominate for some time, the gas being carried
under pressure in strong cylinders beneath the
coaches. At first plain burners were used, and then
with the improvements made in electric lighting it
looked as though gas lighting was doomed. Then
came a partial revival of gas due to the improved
results obtained by the use of the incandescent
mantle, and gas-lighted carriages are still to be found
in use to-day. For some time, however, the tendency
has been to use electric lighting for new stock, and
many of the older gas-lighted vehicles have been
converted to electricity.

With the manufacture of oil gas we are not con-
cerned, but the charging of the carriage cylinders
could of course only take place at places where the
railway had set up an oil-gas plant. Therefore, while
each vehicle fitted for gas lighting had its own self-
contained system, it was dependent on visits to the
charging points to maintain its gas supply. To
supply out stations where gassing was required, but
where a complete plant was not necessary, gas cylinder
wagons were used. These were fitted with large
cylinders or tanks and could transport a good
quantity of gas under pressure from a main gas
plant to a gassing point.

IN THE “GOOD OLD DAYS”
Coal gas too has been used, and as long ago as

1863 both the Metropolitan and the North London
lines had trains illuminated in this way. No doubt
this was an improvement on the plain oil lamps in
common use elsewhere a t  the time. The oil lamp
was and continued to be for many years quite an
institution on our railways. Enormous numbers of
them were in use, even though it was not always a
case of one lamp to each compartment. Quite
frequently indeed compartment partitions did not
reach up to the roof and one lamp was supposed to
provide light on each side of the partition.

The lamps were separate fittings that were dropped
into position through a hole in the roof by the lamp-
man, whose performances along the track roofs were
a feature a t  every terminus and often at large inter-
mediate stations as well. Special lamp rooms were
maintained where cleaning, trimming and filling was
carried out, and when “new lamps for old” were
necessary, barrow loads of fresh lamps were wheeled
along the platforms. Fresh lamps were passed up to
the man on the roof by his mate with the barrow,
on a pole with a hook attached, the used lamps being
dropped down by the roof man and caught by the
other on the platform. If the lamps already in position
on the train were known to be fitted and merely
required lighting, this also meant a gambol along the
rool tops by a lampman with a kind of lighted torch
which he thrust down the chimney of each lamp
as he went along. At a brief stop at a junction,
especially if the train had to be remarshalled to
some extent to attach through coaches in a particular
order, the lampman would have a busy time. The
characteristic chimneys nr lamp tops of coaches fitted
with oil lamps arc a familiar feature in old illustrations
of trains, and even to-day, here and there, one still
comes across old vehicles so fitted.

Al LW AY travellers may argue about the speed
of their train, the relative merits of this or that

company's rolling stock, whether the compartment
windows should be open or closed, and so on. There
is one point, however, on which they will fully agree,
and that is when there is a poor light in their com-
partment. Few probably pause to wonder how the
lighting of a train is carried out. No doubt some
“A/.Af.” readers have thought about this; some
haven't. In either case we hope the following notes
will prove of interest.

Although other systems are in use, electric lighting
may be regarded as the standard arrangement to-day.
it is easy, one might think, to provide a dynamo
driven from one of the axles to generate current
that can be distributed through the train. With such
a simple system, however, the lights would -vary
according to the speed of the train, and when the
train stopped there would be no light at all! Again,
trains would have to be made up in “sets,” each
with a dynamo-fitted vehicle; and the assembly of
what we may term a composite train with perhaps
a non -electrically fitted vehicle hen* and there would
result in part of the train being without light!

A COMPLETE GENERATING PLANT

Clearly then it is necessary for each vehicle to be
self-contained so far as lighting is concerned, and
there must be some means of providing light while
it is stationary as well as in motion. These require-
ments are met by providing each vehicle with what
is in effect a complete miniature generating plant.
Each electrically lighted vehicle carries its own
dynamo, which is invariably suspended below the
underframe and belt-driven from a pulley on one of
the axles. To provide light when the vehicle is
stationary and the dynamo is not working, there is a
battery of accumulators housed in a box also sus-
pended below the coach.

The dynamo of course must work equally well
whichever way the coach is travelling, and it is
slung from the underframe in such a way that the
belt tension is adjusted according to the pivoting of
the bogie and so on. At low speeds the dynamo is
unable to generate the current required, so that the
battery is relied upon for lighting not on.lv when the
train is standing still, but also up to the speed a t
which the dynamo becomes effective. An automatic
switch looks after the change-over from the one
supply to the other, cutting out the battery current
and cutting in the dynamo, and vice-versa, as soon
as the critical speed is reached.

HOW THE CURRENT IS REGULATED

So far, so good; but what of the effect of varying
speeds on the dynamo output? The current to' the
lamp must be constant or the lights will be unsteady,
and our friends the travellers will be most annoyed.
There is therefore an automatic regulating device
that ensures a steady electrical pressure for the lights.
The regulator provides for the surplus current being
diverted to the battery to keep it charged, and also
sees that the charging is stopped when the battery
is up to capacity.

The arrangements of the lights and switches in a
compartment vary, but most modern vehicles in-
corporate individual switches so that the passenger
may control “his” light as he wishes. Whatever the
compartment arrangements may he, the lights in
any coach can be switched on or off from "t he coach
itself, and with the electrical system connected up
from coach to coach, by means of the familiar
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Engineering News
is limited, not by track slipping, but by engine
capabilities. A further advantage is that there are
no weight-carrying rollers with bearings that have
to be submerged in mud and water. The only bearings
that require daily attention are those of the idlers,
which are well above ground level and easy sealed.

The trials that so far have be**n carried but with
the new equipment have shown it to be remarkably
efficient, and further tests in conditions of all kinds
are now being carried out. The equipment will not
be available for purchasers until these trials have
been completed, and until then Roadless Traction
Ltd. are unable to enter into any correspondence
regarding them.

Bridge Raised 18 ft.
I t  is not often that a steel bridge of several spans

is raised through a height of
18 feet. This is what happened
to a railway bridge across the
Tennessee River in the United
States. At the point of crossing
a great dam had been con-
structed as part of the schemes
of t he  Tennessee  Val ley
Authority, and the bridge had
to be raised in order to stand
sufficiently clear of the increased
height of the water below it.

The bridge has eight spans,
including five of 200 ft. and a
vertical lift span of 300 ft.,
carried on concrete piers that
originally were from 50 ft. to
90 ft. high. To begin with the
piers were made larger by
placing more reinforced concrete
round them. Then each span
was lifted by means of hydraulic
jacks placed under each end,
the whole span being raised at
the same lime. Oak packing
pieces were inserted to -support
the spans after each 3 in. of
lift; these were replaced by
concrete blocks when the lift
had gone far enough, and more
reinforced concrete was then

poured round the blocks.
Oil in Britain

A war secret that has now been disclosed is that
oi! production in Great Britain has been greatly
increased during the war years. OH wells were already
in existence here when the war broke out. Several
areas had then been marked down as likely to produce
oil, and borings had been made in them with promising
results, which were noted in the from time
to time. One of the two fields that had given results
had then produced nearly 1,000 tons of oil, while
the other was producing about 230 tons a month.
The men who were engaged in the work were re-
inforced by American experts and more wells were
drilled, with the result that the output was raised
from 300 to 9,000 tons a month during 1943

The work was carried on with great energy, and
records in drilling were made. On one occasion an out-
fit moved to a new site actually drilled to a depth of
9£>0 ft. within 24 hours of the beginning of the
removal. There are no spectacular ’‘spoil tens' the
oil is brought up by pumps operated bv silent electric
motors. One result of this is that the sites do not
advertise themselves by the presence of oil and by
offensive smells. The oil itself is of good quality,
yielding paraffin waxes, lubricants, and other petroleum
products in addition to petrol. Further interesting
developments are expected.

A new type of roadless equipment fitted to a Fordson tractor, on which
it is equivalent to a wheel of 20 ft. diameter. This equipment is not yet

available. Photograph by courtesy of Roadless Traction Ltd.

A New Type of Endless Track
In experimental work that is still continuing Road-

fess Traction Ltd. have devised a new type of
equipment for track laying vehicles that is of the
greatest interest, A Fordson tractor fitted with this
equipment is shown iu the illustration on this page.
The track is of the locked girder type and the effect
of applying it in the manner shown is the same as
would be achieved if a wheel of enormous diameter
were used.

The larger a wheel the lower the rolling resistance
to its movement and the better the performance.
This of course has been well known for thousands of
years, but there is a limit to the size of the wheel
that can be used in practice. For instance, a wheel
20 ft. in diameter of the type required for a tractor

would be unduly heavy and would suffer from many
other drawbacks. AH the advantages of such a
wheel can be secured by the use of the new equip-
ment, however, and a glance a t  the illustration will
show how this is effected. The rear wheels of the
tractor have been replaced by sprockets, and idler
wheels have been placed in position on an axle bolted
on the bracket. The tracks are wrapped round the
sprockets and idlers, and this conversion can easily
he carried out by men without special engineering
knowledge in half a day or even less.

It will be seen that the track between the sprocket
and the idler forms an arch upside down, and the
part of it in contact with the ground is in effect
part of a huge wheel, in this case of the 20 ft. diameter
already suggested. The weight of the tractor is well
distributed, half of it being' carried by the two
sprockets and the other half by the idlers. As the
sprocket is in front, the part of the track transmitting
the drive is in compression, an important factor from
an engineering point of view, as the idler is relieved
of loading due to track tension or pull.

The track is locked solid when under load, so there
is none of the heavy wear and tear to which pin-
jointed tracks arc usually subject. A tractor fitted
with the equipment steers easily and the pulling
power is very high; only in the worst possible ground
conditions is it necessary to fit spade lugs, 10 on
each side, and then the hauling power of the tractor
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there to Crick lewood or Neasden branch off a t  Acton
Wells Junction on to what was a branch of the
Midland line, used by suburban passenger trains up
to 1904; from that branch a spur goes off to effect
the link with the L.N.E.R. and also with the former
Metropolitan joint line, a t  Neasden. The other fork
from Acton Wells crosses over the main west and
north main lines of the G.W.R., with which there
is a physical connection near Acton G.W., and then
soon reaches the L.M.S. network of tracks in the
vicinity of WilJesden. There is connection with the
West London Railway, and thus there are two high
level connecting lines from the Southern to the
L.M.S., as well as '.he low-level route from Blackfriars
to Camden Road (Midland Division) by way of the
Metropolitan widened line tunnels of the L.P.T.B.,
which are also used to a considerable extent by
L.N.E.R. (G.N.) freight trains.

L.M.S. electric passenger trains run from Broad
Street, City of London, to Richmond, Surrey, via
Willesden High Level and the North and South-
West Junction line, operating from Kew to Richmond
over S.R. metals. Prior to 1916 this was a North
London -London and North -Western steam service.
It is a rather roundabout route, though interesting
to the railway enthusiast on account of the numerous

Railway News
Great Western Notes

We are able to reproduce a fine old photograph of
one of the characteristic express passenger 4-4-0
types, now extinct. No. 3387 belonged to the
‘'Atbara" class, introduced in 1900, with parallel
boiler, square-cut outside frames and outside bearings.
The inside cylinders were 18 in. diam. by 26 in. stroke;
working pressure 180 lb. per sq. in. Numbering
commenced at 3373; the names, appearing as  pan of
the brass number plate, were of places or men
prominent in recent British Empire history at the
time, and the one illustrated was named after Field
Marshal Lord Roberts. In course of lime the num-
bers were changed to 41 xx; taper boilers were provided
with superheater and, in some cases, increased
pressure; all were scrapped by 1931.

Other inside cylinder 4-4-Os with 6 ft. 8 j  in. driving-
wheels were the “Badmintons,” "Cities,” and
“Flowers”; then there were also the “Counties,” with
outside cylinders, but the only
representative of these classes
existing to-day is the “City of
Truro," which in normal times is
exhibited a t  York Railway Museum.

Mr H. W. Jones sends details
of a curious operating feature on
a Cardiff suburban line where there
is a station, or rather halt, with
two tracks and trains in each
direction, yet passengers can only
travel from it one way! The halt
is Woodville Road, on the former
Taff Vale route from Cardiff,
Bute Road and Queen St. stations
to Maindy Halt and Lkmdaff; a t
the halt there is a platform
adjacent to the north-bound line
only, so that a traveller wishing
to go from there to Queen St.
must first go in the wrong direction
to Maindy, stay in the train and
come back past Woddville Road
on the soiithtound track. Similarly
a journey from Maindy to Wood-
ville Road has to be made by
way of Queen Street, then back
again. The local trains concerned At Paddington in 1901.
are of the “push-and-pull” variety,
called “autos” by the G.W.R.
and worked usually by one of the modem 48xx
branch 0-4-2T type locomotives, or by a veteran
2-4 01', No. 3597. No. 3590 of that once cabless,
but speedy suburban class of Victorian days has
just been withdrawn.

The North and South-West Junction Railway
Readers travelling near London may have observed

ex- London and South-Western passenger or goods
engines, and also modern S.R. locomotives, working
freight or special trains into the yards adjacent to
the L.M.S. (Midland) main line at Brent Junction,
Crieklewood, or similarly into the L.N.E.R. (G.C.)
yard at Neasden. Again, they may have noted
L.M.S. through running on to the G.W. main line
near Acton, arid in each case may have wondered
“how they gel there.”

In addition to the cosmopolitan West London Rail-
way described last month, there is another roughly
parallel north-sou th connecting link on the west side
of Loudon, called the North ami South-West Junction
Railway, which provides many connections. It is
now partly L.M.S. property and partly Southern.
Al Kew it joins the latter company's Hounslow loop
line, by that means linking many parts of the Western
Section, formerly London and South-Western Rail-
way, with other systems. Trains proceeding from

"Atbara” 4-4-0 No. 3387 "Roberts” in its original
style. Photograph by R. Brookman.

glimpses of other lines and trains obtainable en route.
South of Acton the junction line connects with several
routes owned by the L.P.T.B. or S.R. over which
District and “tube" trains run, and also with goods
branches to Hammersmith, etc. Standard L.M.S.
0-8-0 and 0-6-0T freight engines are seen among
others working to such depots.

Locomotive Doings
More “Austerity" 2-8-0 freight locomotives built

under the auspices of the Ministry of Supply are
coming into traffic, numbered 8xx and also in other
series already announced. In addition, there are
now many carrying five-figure numbers, such as
77,129, indicating that the original or intended
number has hat! 70,000 added to it. Some 2-lO-Os
have recently been renumbered in the same way, while
some of the W.D. 0-6-0T engines now carry 75xxx
numbers.

A batch of Southern locomotives is being returned
from loan to the L.M.S., including "F l ”  4-4-0 Lender
engines and Eastern and Central section tanks.
Some have been hauled “dead” in up L.M.S. goods
trains bound for Willcsden, thereby providing extra-
ordinary contrasts in locomotive type and age. For
instance, a veteran Brighton “DI”  O-4-2T was seen
next to a U.S.A. 1941 2-8-0; and the 70-years old
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and 511-16. These numbers were
subsequently increased by 9,000.
The engines arc similar in appear-
ance to the earlier batch, but
modernised in equipment;' in their
heyday they were decidedly im-
pressive and powerful, just as the
"Atian tics" were. They have
cylinders I in. larger in diameter;
piston valves, Robinson super
heater, Wakefield mechanical
lubricator and increased coal and
water capacity. Some have been
rcboilcred or have received other
slight modifications to improve
their efficiency. Vet, generally
speaking, both series still retain
their characteristic appearance
though shorn of their broil A -
green paint.

They have been supplanted on
many of the suburban and coastal
residential services to and from
Edinburgh or Glasgow by the
bigger Gresley "VI”  3-cyl. 2--6-2T

. class, but arc still doing useful work around Dundee,
Dunfermline, Carlisle and elsewhere in Scotland, We

The former North British 4-4-2T, now L.N.E.R. "C16" No. 9448. Photo-
graph by F. Moore.

No. 2605, beautifully cleaned, was towed by one of
the latest Stanier "8F*’ 2-8-0 monsters. No. 2605
was originally the diminutive L.B.S.C. 0-4-2 tank
“Streatham.u

While attached to the L.M.S., Stroudley ’‘DI’* tank
No. 2232 appears to have become a casualty, as it
has been withdrawal from the active list. Another
stout old engine withdrawn is No. 1249 of the "F l , ”
former South-Eastern 4-4-0 class, an example of
which we recently illustrated. The first S.R- “E4”
to go is No. 2483, of a numerous local goods and
passenger 0-6-2T type first introduced at Brighton
in 1897, with 5 ft. driving wheels. No. 2403, which
belongs to the slightly newer and more sturdy looking
“E5" class of similar engines, though with 5 ft. 6 in.
driving wheels, is also down for scrapping. More
"Pacifies” are under construction at  Eastleigh.

North British 4-4-2 Tank Locomotives
In our short account of the former North British

Railway and its locomotives last month, in recognition
of the centenary of that Company's incorporation,
further reference was promised to the 4 -4-2 passenger
tank classes that are still in service. They are neat
and rather handsome locomotives, possessing con-
siderable boiler power together with a good turn of
speed. The first 30 were built between 1911 and 1913
by the Yorkshire Engine Co. Ltd., Sheffield, bearing
various numbers from 1 to 309. They have inside
cylinders 18 in. in diam. with 26 in. stroke,

are indebted to Mr. J .  T. Rutherford, M.A., for
certain details incorporated in these notes.

Southern Salvage
During 1943 on S.R. premises there were gathered

for salvage 879 tons of wastepaper, 45,000 tons of
metal, 235 tons of waste straw, 50 tons of rubber and
190 tons of textiles and old rope.

“British Railways— Facts and Figures’’
This booklet, published by the Railway Executive

Committee, gives numerous farts in brief about the
multitudinous activities of the four main line railway >
and London Transport. Details are arranged in
alphabetical order so that reference to a particular
subject is easy, and the different items dealt with
range from Air Raid Precautions to Workmen \

'Travel. The booklet in fact provides the answer to
practically any railway “Quiz" question that one can
think of. Tn addition there is a chronological list of
outstanding events in British railway history.

A separate section is included dealing with finance
and statistics, and a very useful glossary of railway
items and in connection with various figures is given,♦ • • •

L.M.S. “Princess Coronation" No. 6249 has now been
named “Cdy of Skeflitkl”

actuated through slide valves by Stephen-
son link motion, 5 ft. 9 in. coupled
wheels, a heating surface, including
fire-box, of 1,309 sq. ft,, and boiler
pressure, saturated steam, of 175 lb. per
sq. in. There is a spacious bunker
carrying 4 tons of coal. The tractive
effort at 85 per cent, boiler pressure is
18,160 lbs. and the weight in working
order is 69 tons.

On the N.B. these engines formed
part of class “M”; now- they are L.N.E.R.
“Cl 5.” In course of time the valve
setting has been altered to allow of
more economical working with earlier
cut-offs, and new boilers have been
provided, with Ross “pop" instead of
“lock-up" safety valves. Most of these
engines carry a Westinghouse brake
pump mounted high up on the right
hand side of the smoke-box, though also
provided with an ejector for operating
the vacuum brake now standard.

The further 21 4 4-2Ts were part of
N.B. class “L,” but are now L.N.E.R.
“Cl 6,” having been turned out between
1915 and 1921 by the North Brit* ’'
Locomotive Co. Ltd., numbered 438 52

The northbound non-stop “Scotsman" passing Finsbury Park in
(1938, with a new train hauled by “A4“ No. 4482 “Golden Eagle."

Photograph by Rev. E. Trcacy.
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Suggestions Section
By "Spanner"

669; An Automatic Inertia Gear-Box two Pawls 8 mounted on Pivot Bolts and
( “Spanner")

The ingenious mechanism shown in
Fig. 669, represents a novel gear-box
designed some years ago by Mr. H. F
Hobbs, an Australian engineer. It is in

held in constant engagement with the
Ratchet Wheel 7 by means of Spring Cord
This arrangement serves as a free-wheel
and smooths out the drive.

If the shaft 1 is rotated and Gear 6 is
tended for use in motor vehicles, and its
special feature is that it automatically
provides gear ratios suitable for the load
imposed on the engine of the car under
varying road conditions. Its use makes the
inclusion of a clutch unnecessary

held stationary, the planet Pinions will
rotate around the Gear, causing the
weights 5 also to rotate. Centrifugal force
acting on these weights imparts a series
of impulses to the Gear 6, tending to turn
it first in one direction and then in the

The driving shaft 1 and the driven
shaft 3 are arranged in line with a
short intermediate shaft 2. Tht
driving shaft corresponds to the (
engine crankshaft in an actual
car, and is fitted with two
Face Plates, bearings for the
Rod being formed by the
end plate of the frame
and a 3 |*x2i*  Double
Angle Strip fitted be
tween the side Plates
The 2" Rod 2 is in
serted for a short
distance in the boss
>f the end Face
Plate on the Rod 1,
but is free to rotate,
and is supported also
in a Double Angle Strip
fitted between the side
Plates. A 50-teeth Gear, a
Collar and a Face Plate are
fixed to the Rod. The driven Rud 3
carries a Ratchet Wheel, and a Pulley
fitted with a band brake.

Two Face Plates on the Rod 1 carrx
two 1 ' Rods 4 that are free to rotate
and are provided with Pinions and
Couplings. The Rods are inserted in the
-'nd transverse bores of the Couplings,
each of which bears two Collars fir mb
fixed by means of Bolts. The Couplings
are spaced from the Face Plates by a
Washer on each side. The Pinions mesh

other; and as the speed of
the driving shaft in

creases a greater force
is exerted on the

2 we igh t s  5.
and  t he

resist

ance offered
by  the
Gear 6 is
overcomeFig.  669

with the Gear Wheel 6, and when they
are correctly placed the weights 5 should
be arranged in exactly opposite positions
before the grub-screws arc tightened up.
The correct placing of the weights in
relation to each other is very important
if smooth running is to be obtained, as any
inaccuracy will cause excessive vibration
at high speeds.

The Face Plate on the Reul 2 carries

67(T Simple Reversing Gear
"Spanner"'

Arrangements for reversing the direction
of rotation of a revolving shaft are a very
important requirement in mechanical en
gineering, and there are very few machines
that do not include in their mechanism
provision for this operation. A like
necessity naturally arises in Meccano
model-building, which is real engineering
in miniature, and there are hundreds of
different methods by which reversing
mechanisms can #be constructed. A good
example is shown in Fig. 670, and although
this is one of the more simple arrangements
it is entirely satisfactory and efficient in
operation. \mong its uses may be
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flex wire to a terminal,
especially when the con-
nections are frequently
moved and remade. He
finds that in such cases
the strands of the wire
become frayed, and cither
tend to cause short circuits
or get entangled with the
thread of the terminal and
make it d liftcult to screw
home the cap. Both these
troubles can be easily over-
come by attaching a Flat
Bracket to the wire by
means of a nut and bolt
through its elongated hole.
A Washer is slipped on
the shank of the bolt.
The Flat Bracket can then
be attached to the Trans-

former or Motor by its round hole.
I t  will be found that if this suggestion

is adopted it is an easy matter to con-
nect or disconnect electrical apparatus,
but as an additional precaution I suggest
that the insulation near the end of the
wire be bound with cotton thread to
prevent the braiding from fraying.

(672) Spoked Rubber Tyred Wheels
(“Spanner")

Although it is not often that spoked
rubber tyred wheels are required in
Meccano 'model -building, there are some
models that cannot be completed realistic-
ally without them. Fortunately it is quite
easy to assemble a spoked tyred -wheel
from existing Meccano parts, the method
being as follows: A Wheel (Part No. 19A)
is pushed on the Rod forming the axle,
and then a 3* Rubber Tyre is fitted against
its rim. A second Wheel is then pushed
against the other side of the Tyre.

Fig. 670

mentioned that of forming a reversing
gear for non-reversing Meccano Motors,
such as the No. 1 Clockwork Motor or the
El Electric Motor.

Referring to Fig. 670, either of the Rods
I and 2 may be used as the driving shaft.
Each carries a t  its inner end one segment
of a Dog Clutch 3 and one Pinion 4
and 5. The Rod 1 can be moved endways
in its bearings by moving the lever 6,
which is pivotally mounted in the End
Bearing 7 and carries a Threaded Pin
held in a Collar. The Pin engages the
Contrate 8, but when it is pushed over
to the right the Pinion 4 disengages the
Contrate and the two segments of the
Dog Clutch combine. The Pinion 5 re-
mains in constant mesh with the Contrate,
and when the Dog Clutch is engaged the
Contrate merely revolves idly on its shaft.

(671) A Contributor’s Novel Suggestion
(N. C. Ta’Bois, Woodford Green)

N. C. Ta’Bois, who has been a
regular contributor to "Suggestions
Section” over a period of many years,
recently submitted two further ideas
that he thinks will interest other
model-builders. The first of these is
a useful stand for a soldering iron.
This is shown in Fig. 671, and is
constructed quite simply from a few
Meccano parts.

Two 5T' Strips are fixed by nuts
to each end of a 5* Screwed Rod,
and the Strips are prevented from
"splaying" outward by means of

Discs bolted to them as shown.
Ta'Bois' second suggestion is in-

tended to overcome the difficulty
sometimes 'experienced in attaching Fig. 671
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New Meccano Models
Amusing Toys for Christmas

Acrobat: 6 of No. 6a; 1 of No. 15b; 1 of No. 22;
1 of No. 22a; 27 of No. 37a; 19 of No. 37b; 1 of
No. 52; 3 of No. 59; 2 of No. 62; I of No. 125; 2 of
No. 147c; 1 of No. 155a; 2 of No. 17"; 2 of No. 199.

The second model to be described is shown in Fig. 2.
It represents a man propelling a punt, while a com-
panion reclines a t  ease. The model is most realistic
arid amusing in action. It consists of two 3 j*x2i*
Flanged Plates, fitted a t  each side with 3|* Strips.
A Strip 1 joins the lower ends a t  each side of
the Flanged Plates, and further Strips 51" and 7 J '
in length are fitted a t  each side as shown. The man
punting consists of two Flat Trunnions joined by a
2p  Strip, and is fitted with a 2J* Curved Strip for
his left leg and a 2J* Strip for his right leg. The
Curved Strips are attached to his body and to the
right-hand Flanged Plate by j* x 4* Angle Brackets.
His left arm is a 2j* Strip bent round across the
front of his body and joined to it by a j* X V Angle
Bracket. His right ann is similarly joined to his
body, and consists of tw*o 1 Strips Both his arms
are lock -nut ted at the shoulders and are fixed to
collars mounted on an 8'  Rod forming the pole.

The passenger consists of a Trunnion 3 bolted to
a Flat Trunnion. Two 1|* Strips bolted to each
other are attached to the Flat Trunnion to form
the right arm supporting the head, and a 2|* Curved
Strip 2 forms the left arm, which is shown hanging
limply in the water. The figure’s legs are 2|* Strips
attached to the Trunnion by J" X Angle Brackets.

The punt is now mounted on three wheels, the
front pair being in the form of a roller formed from
two Flanged Wheels fitted round a Sleeve Piece.
The roller is mounted on a 3' Rod 5 journalled in
the sides of the punt and covered with a U-section
Curved Plate 4 bolted to the front of the Flanged
Plate. The single rear wheel is cam shaped, con-
sisting of two I" loose Pulleys locked together by
Mat Brackets, with a 1 '  Motor Tyre fitted round
the pair. It is mounted on a 2' Screwed Rod 6
journalled in Flanged Brackets bolted underneath the
rear Flanged Plate.

When the model is drawn along the floor the rear
wheel rotates, and its elongated shape causes the rear
end of the punt to ride gracefully up and down, while
the pole, which trails along the floor, causes the arms
of the punter to swing in a realistic manner.

Parts required to build model Punt: 2 of No. la;
2 of No. lb; 2 of No. 2; 4 of No. 3; 6 of No. 5r 4 of
No. 6a; 2 of No. 10; 16 of No. 12; 1 of No. 12c;
1 of No. 13a; 1 of No. 16b; 2 of No. 20b; 2 of No. 22;
2 of No. 23; 66 of No. 37a; 56 of No. 37b; 17 of
No. 38; 2 of No. 53; 2 of No. 59; 1 of No. 81; 2 of

THIS  month we describe the construction of three1 simple and amusing Meccano toys that will give
pleasure to their constructor and when completed
w ill be eagerly welcomed by younger children, especially
in these days when ordinary mechanical toys arc
unobtainable. No doubt many Meccano enthusiasts
pill be won dering what to give their younger brothers
.ind sisters as Christmas gifts, and we suggest that

Fig. 1. A simple toy acrobat who performs amusing
antics.

they will find these simple Meccano toys ideal for
the purpose. Very few parts are required to build
the toys, and their constructional details are quite
simple.

Fig. i shows a simple model of an acrobat who
performs many realistic and amusing actions when
a handwheel is rotated. The construction of the
model is commenced with the base and supports for
the bar on which the man performs. These consist
of a 5px2 |*  Flanged Plate to which two large
Shafting Standards are bolted to provide the journals
lor the bar, formed from a
4* Rod 1.

The acrobat’s body is built up
with two U-section Curved
Platesbolted together. H is arms
are provided by two l j*  Strips
lock-nutted to the Curved Plates
and also lock-nutted a t  their
outer ends to Cranks 2 that are
mounted on the bar 1. His
head is a 1* loose Pulley attached
to the body by 1* Reversed
Angle Brackets. His legs are
l j '  Strips lock -nut ted to each
other and to the body, and are
lilted with feet formed from
Pawls without bosses 3. The
handwheel 4 for operating the
model is a 1* Pulley fitted with

a Rubber Ring and is mounted
on one end of the bar.

Parts required to build model
Fig. 2. "Two men in a punt." When the model is drawn along the punt

rocks realistically.
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No. 90; 1 of No. I l l a ;  3 of
No. 11c; 1 of No. 126; 3 of No.
126a; 1 of No. 139; 1 of No.
139a: 1 of No. 142c; 1 of No. 163;
1 of No. 199.

Fig. 3 shows a simple model
of two men strenuously sawing
a log of wood. The general
construction of the figures
simple and can be followed from
the illustration, but the log
needs a little description. It
consists of three Sleeve Pieces
spaced from each other by a
?" Disc, by means of which
they are locked on a 5* Screwed
Rod. Between the first and
second Sleeve Places, however,
two j* Discs arc placed, and
these are spaced apart by a
nut. In the gap thus formed
the saw moves to and fro. The
saw is a 5 |*  Strip fixed to 1 p Strips forming the
right-hand forearms of the men. which arc lock-nutted
to further 1J’ Strips pivotally connected to their
shoulders.

The saw is operated by a lever 1 formed from a
2|* Strip lock-nutted in the position shown, which
is connected by a short length of Cord to the arm
of the man on the right. If all the lock-nutted joints
are quite free, gentle manipulation of the lever will

"Men sawing logs,” By operating a lever the figures are made
to ppU the saw to and fro.

produce realistically the action of sawing the log.
All lock-nuts should be quite tight.

Parts required to make model Woodcutters: 2 of
No. 1; 1 of No. 2; 4 of Nr. 3; 4 of No. 5; 8 of No. 6a;
1 of No. 10; 4 of No. 11; 2 of No. 12; 1 of No. 12r;
2 of No. 20b; 4 1 of No. 37a; 29 of No. 37b; 5 of No. 38;
1 of No. 40; 3 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 80; 3 of No. 90;
2 of No. 90a; 2 of No. 11 la; 2 of No. 111c; 3 of No.
163; 2 of No. 215; 5 of No. 217b.

Model-Building Competitions
By ’’Spanner”

“Transport” Contest  Results
This competition was first announced in the August

issue. Competitors were invited to submit models
representing any kind of transport, either of bygone
days or of the present time, and the fine total of
entries received shows that readers generally found
the subject of the contest attractive.

The contest was divided into two Sections, A and
B, and the successful competitors in each Section
are as follows:

SECTION “A“: 1st Prize, P.O.’s for £2/2 ' : J .  E.
Meggitt, Ipsw'ich; 2nd, P.O. for £1/1/- :  R. L. Herrick,
Wottori-tmder-Edge; 3rd, P.O. for 10/6; J. K. Friend.
Peebles. CONSOLATION PRIZES: J .  A. Fleming,
Seahonses, Northumberland; C. Calladine, Nottingham;
M. J .  Wotton, Bristol; J .  Langmaid, New Malden.

SECTION “B“: 1st Prize, P.O.’s for £2 /2 / :  D.
Ball, Stoke-on-Trent; 2nd, P.O. for £1/1 : R. Meadow-
croft, Prest wich; 3rd, P.O. for 10/6: J. A. Dale,
Paignton. CONSOLE 77OA’ PRIZES: J .  Matthews.
Fillongley; C. Hyclman, Liverpool 20; W. S. Roberts,
Sowerby Bridge; D. S. McIntyre, Newport, Mon.

In assessing the entries on the basis of neatness,
good Meccano construction and originality of subject,
?ridc of place is awarded to David Ball, Stoke-on-

rent, for a very fine model of a giant articulated
lorry, but he leads by only a narrow’ margin over
R. Meadowcroft. Prestwick, who submitted a
fascinatingly real- looking mode! of the L.N.W.R.
locomotive “Cornu all” as it was when in service
about 1901. All the essential external features of this
fine old “iron horse’1 are faithfully and skilfully
reproduced in the model. Another good effort repre-
sents the latest type of aerial transport, a jet-propelled
aircraft, and this is the work of J .  A. Dale, Paignton.

The best model submitted by competitors under 14
was built by J .  E. Meggitt, Ipswich, who chose for
his subject one of the 2-10-0 austerity locomotives
built for the British Government and now running
on railways in this country.

Can You Make  a Meccano Toy?
In last month’s issue we announced details of a

"Meccano Toy'* Competition, and invited readers to
test their skill in designing and constructing from
Meccano parts, any kind of simple mechanical toy.
This competition will remain open for entries until
30th December, so that readers who did not see the
original announcement, and who wish to participate
in the contest, stilt have time to submit their entries.
There are hundreds of simple mechanical toys suit-
able for amusing young people that can readily be
built up from a few Meccano parts, and three typical
examples are illustrated on this and the preceding page.

It should be borne clearly in mind that models must
be built entirely from Meccano parts, and all toys
submitted must be workable either by pulling a
string or a lever, or in some other equally simple
manner.

The actual model must not be sent. A good clear
drawing or better still a photograph, is all that is
required. The illustration should bear the com-
petitor's age. name and address and should be enclosed
in an envelope addressed “Meccano Toy Contest,
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 73."

The Contest will be divided into two sections. A, *
for competitors over 14 years of age, B, for competitors
under 14 years of age, and the prizes to be awarded
in each Section for the best toys submitted are as
follows: First Prize, Cheque for £2/2/-; Second, P.O.
for £1/1/-; Third, P.O. for 10/6. There will be also
Consolation Prizes of 5/- each.

The competition judges will a want the prizes for
the models that in their opinion are the most amusing
when set in motion, and this will be the only feature
that will decide a model's chance of success. Com-
petitors therefore should construct their models as
realistically and humorously as possible from the
parts a t  tneir disposal, remembering that the object
is a "Meccano toy."

Note the closing date: 30th December.
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Fun With Your Hornby Trains
Railway "Rules"
real Meccano Lubricating Oil, a light grade of oil
such as is sold for sewing machines or  typewriters
is essential. But we must not use too much a t  a
time, or we shall get oily wheels, oily rails and poor
running. I t  is better to' apply the oil to the various
moving parts by means of a dipper—a length oi
wire will do—than to trust to an ordinary oi) can.
which may squirt violently an overdose of oil just
where we don’t want it!

A possible source of trouble in the shape of derail-
ments for no apparent reason is sometimes found in
the make-up of a train. We put together a long
goods train of mixed vehicles just to show what
our engine really can do, and all goes well until the
first stretch of curved track is reached. One of the
vehicles, usually one near the head of the train,

decides to overturn, or at least to fall
off the rails on the inner side of the
curve. The reason for this may be a stiff
coupling that is not pivoting sideways
as it should do when on a curve. It is
wise therefore to make sure that all
couplings (especially on bogie stock) are
free, and that they have not become
bent up or down but lie fair to one an-
other and so engage correctly. On the
other hand we may have a light vehicle
fitted with tinplate wheels running be-
tween heavier ones that may have
die-cast wheels, and it is the lighter one
that tends to come to grief. The remedy
here is to make a practice of assembling
the die-cast-wheeled vehicles at the head
of the train, and letting the tinplate-
wheeled ones follow. If this is unsatis-
factory from the traffic point of view,
in that unsuitable types are run together,
the wheels can be exchanged between

. individual vehicles until the desired
result is obtained.

In general, covered vans should be
fitted with die-cast wheels for running
in fast trains, either goods or passenger
and they will then correspond with the

"fitted” vehicles of real practice, which have automatic
brakes for the same purpose. A fast freighter either
real or model may be composed exclusively of such
vehicles. On a mixed train, just as the real
"vacuums"—as fitted vehicles are often called—hold
pride of place behind the engine to assist in con-
trolling the train, so our die-cast-wheeled vans will
be together a t  the head of the train and for traffic
purposes be considered as "fitted" stock.

Another point, though this applies particularly on
clockwork railways, concerns “double-heading'’ or
the use of two engines together On a train. This is
quite an exciting business and heavy loads can be
taken over fair distances. I t  is necessary, however,
to exercise care in the types of engine that are used
together in this way. The ideal combination, where
we can manage it, is to have two engines of the same
type or at least having the same type of mechanism.
Where this is not possible, engines should be chosen
that have nearly the same length of run, and as a
rule i t  is wise to have the larger and more powerful
of the two as the leading engine. This corresponds
to normal L.N.E.R. practice in regard to double-headed
trains, the assistant engine being coupled behind the
actual train engine, which ensures that control of the
brakes remains in the hands of the engincman booked
to work the train. In miniature it ensures that the
less powerful engine is not overrun by the larger one,
as might occur in certain conditions.

When starting a double- headed train it Is best to
release the brakes of the leading engine first.

An L.M.S. slopping train on a Hornby layout, headed by a No. 2
Special "Standard Compound."

A Few Miniature
ALL readers of these pages know the fascination ofx * miniature train running, but not so many realise

fully the little "do's” or "dont's" that help so much
towards success in operations. The older hands,
perhaps without knowing it, apply various "rules”
to their train operation as a result of this experience;
the younger operators, or a t  any rate the less
experienced ones, often have to find out for them-
selves. To help them particularly, and to interest
those of longer acquaintance with the miniature
railway hobby, we give a few hints that we hope
win prove useful. ,

In the first place our track must be good, and the
curves and points must be correct for the type of
engines and stock that we have to run. By a good
track we mean that not only arc the rails true to

gauge —we can test this with a Hornby engine key
as often detailed in the "Af.Af."— but the line must
be laid down properly without any "dog leg” joints;
and, on curves especially, there must be no sudden
changes of level. As regards the correct curves and
points, the radius of these components must be right
for our engines and rolling stock. All Hornby engines
and vehicles will run on the large ¢2 ft.) radius
curves, of which 12 are required to make a complete
circle, six for a half circle, and so on. On the smaller
(1 ft.) radius curves, of which six are required to
form a circle, and three a half circle, four-wheeled
rolling stock only can run. While only the smaller
four-wheeled engines arc really intended for running
on the i ft. radius rails, it may be possible to get *
the larger four-wheeled locomotives to take these
curves, but their hauling power, speed and length
of run is seriously restricted. When buying separate
lots of used material, the only way in these days,
it is therefore important to see that we get suitable
rails for our engine and train, or vice versa. Bogie
engines, their tenders, and bogie-fitted vehicles will
definitely not run on the 1 ft. curves.

Correct lubrication is another important point. It
is no good obeying the golden rule of "little and
often" if we use unsuitable oil. Thick oil of the motor
car type is of no use for clockwork or electric engines
in Gauge 0 or for the axle bearings of rolling stock;
owing to its relatively heavy and gummy nature
it will soon have a clogging effect, exactly what
we don’t want! Therefore, in the absence of the
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Dublo Buildings and their Uses
>m attractive country junction. Again we can have
a four-platform or four track arrangement, two roads
being for fast traffic mid the other two for secondary
traffic. The fast or main lines can be in the centre,
or together a t  one side of the station.

The Dublo Goods Depot is of the type which has
its shed and office mounted on the platform or

loading bank. A single line of
rails can be brought alongside the
platform, leaving the other side
for the accommodation of road
motor vehicles; or alternatively
rails can serve both sides and road
motorscan be dealt with at  one end

At limes we feel the need for
a building more in the nature of a
warehouse, or a t  least a covered
depot, and here we find another
use for that most versatile of
Dublo buildings, the Engine Shed
Its employment for the housing
of locomotives is of course obvious
and we have from time to lime
dealt with engine yard layouts
and Engine Shed arrangements
It has other possible uses besides,
and can be adapted quite well
to "Goods Department" require
ments. I t  is excellent to represent
a warehouse served by tuvo tracks

Another scheme is’ to use it as
a goods shed as shown in one of
the illustrations on this page

Here it accommodates a single line of rails and a plat-
form section belonging to the City Station Outfit,
which just fits iti the available width nicely. Other
sections are used to maintain the level of the loading
bank thus formed and the standard Goods Depot is
also linked up with the Shed building.

The Engine Shed can also be made use oi as a
carriage depot. Two such buildings can be used
side by side if necessary, or they can be placed
end-on.

Many Dubfo railways maintain their own “Road
Motor Department," and the Engine Shed can be
pressed into use as a garage or maintenance depot
Another scheme is to use it as a covered bus
terminus. One of our if lust rations shows this scheme
in use.

A novel use for lhe Dublo Engine Shed. A goods station made up of
platform section, the Engine Shed and the standard Goods Depot, as

suggested in this article.

THE various buildings of lb*1 Homby-Dublo range1 are well known to most of out readers and most
Rubio layouts can boast perhaps a Station, an Island
Plat for jii, or possibly an Engine Shed among what
we may call their Imcside equipment. A good point
about the Dublo buildings generally is their similarity
m character, so that when used together they give a

consistent appearance to the layout as a whole
Fhis is of advantage in other ways too and makes it
possible for us to use certain of the items not only in
various ways, but also for purposes other than that
for which they were originally designed.

The adaptability of the City Station Outfit enables
■is to fit up a station either of the through or terminal
kind according to the disposition of the various
*ompouents; and apart from the standard schemes
which we have often illustrated in these pages, little
variations are possible according to the ideas oi
individual owners. The completed station can be
arranged a combined terminal and through station,
and access tn one or other of the side platforms foi
road vehicles can be gained by removing the detach-
able pan is. This latter feature is often useful for
dealing with parcels and similar miscel-
laneous traffic such as is often handled
at a station of this kind.

Another scheme that is quite effective,
but requires more track than the stan-
dard ° three-road1' City Station layout,
is’ to omit the centre island platform.
The tw o side plat forms are made to deal
with all the traffic and are served by
'stow” or “relief” lines, while two
fast*’ tracks pass through the centre

of the station, the relief lines being
looped” off them by means of points

in the orthodox manner often described
in these pages.

Similarity in general design and finish
makes the use together of the Main
Line Station and the Island Platform
quite realistic, and variations in the
scheme are possible according to the
particular station layout that is required.
Tn its simplest form the combination of
one of each of these accessories results
;u a three-road station. Two roads can
be for main line traffic: the third, on th**
oufor side of the “island,'* being reserved
for the accommodation of a branch
line train, the complete station forming

The Engine Shed makes a good bus depot outside the City terminus.
Note the queue of mmiature figures for the second bus.
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Club and Branch News Ml

WITH THE SECRETARY
CHRISTMAS THOUGHTS

Heartiest Christmas wishes to all my readers. I
send out these greetings in brighter times than we
have seen for more than four years and at  a time
too when Club and Branch activities are increasing.
The season is a good one for doing everything possible
to speed up progress and for this there is nothing
like a good exhibition, which should inspire members,
attract recruits and impress grown up people whose
support will be helpful So
in every Club and Branch the
possibility of arranging an
exhibition either for Christmas
or for the New Year should
be looked into and the neces-
sary planning started now, if
it has not already been done.

There is no difficulty in
arranging a good display and
an enjoyable time for a l l
Model-building and a Hornby
or Hornby-Dublo train layout
will provide the central
features; in some instances a
film can be shown or a short
lantern lecture given; in others
there is a Club orchestra, or
at any rate a pianist wTho
can produce suitable music
for the entertainment of visitors
when, required; and there are
many forms of side show,
guessing contests and so on
that can easily be used as
extra attractions. Add an
Information Bureau, at which
leaflets about the Guild and
the Club movement are avail-
able for all who are interested,
and where photographs or
other exhibits connected with
the story of the Club can be
shown, and there is material
for a tine evening’s pleasure
that should prove profitable.

Food rationing is still in
force, but with a little persuasion
in various quarters light re-
freshments can easily be
arranged, and the time and
effort spent on this is always
well worth while. The great
thing is to make an early
start with preparations, so
that there will be no hitch of any kind when the
great day comes. • « « «

I have been asked to find a Hornby or Hornby-
Dublo enthusiast in the Finchley district of London
who would supervise the activities of the model
railway section of a large boys’ club. Any reader with
experience who is willing to take up this excellent
work should let me know at once.

RECENTLY INCORPORATED BRANCHES

465. BROOKMANS PARK — Mr. G. K. Evans, “Westfield,”
Mymrns Drive, Brookmans Park, Nr. Hatfield.

466. WAVEKLEV—Mr. P. Barlow, Waverlcy Hotel,
Eccles New Road, Salford 5.

467. WOOD GREEN — Mr. M. J .  Gilbert, 439, Lordship
Lane, Wood Green, London N.22.

CLUB NOTES
NAVENBY M.C.— Rev. K. T. Street has kindly

accepted Leadership, and has provided a permanent
Club room. This has been furnished and decorated
by members A programme was decided by vote at
the Annual General Meeting. A Treasure Hunt also-
has been held. Club roll: 12. Secretary: P. I. Addison,
Hi h Street, Na ven by, Lincoln.

STAPI.EFORD M.C. —Good progress is being made
In addition to model-building a Spelling Bee and a
Train Quiz have been enjoyed, and a discussion on

“HoiittVs" has been held. New
members are being enrolled.
Club roll: 11. Secretary: P. R.
Dennis, 36, Hickings Lane,
Stapleford, Nottingham.

HORNSEA M.C. — During the
Summer Sessions French
Cricket and Bowls were success-
ful, and a football league has
been organised for the Winter
months. Films have been
shown at ordinary meetings.
Members have l ken part in
electrical constructions, book
ends have been made in the
woodwork section, and all
have constructed excellent
Meccano models. Mr. R. W.
Shooter, Leader, has given a
Lecture on “Polar Explora-
tion,'' and indoor games have
been played. Club roil: 46
Secretary: C. Kemp, 5, Carlton
Terrace, Hornsea.

AUSTRALIA
MAYLANDS M.C.—A welcome

event has been a visit from
Mr. V. Malmgreen, founder
and former Leader, home on
leave. Models have hfeen con-
structed on a large scale for
the Club’s Exhibition, the
centre of which will be a
representation of a “Lancaster”
factory'. Film Shows have
been given. Competitions are
being organised. Club roll: 31.
Leader: Mr. W. Petersen, 1,
Warne Street, Maylands, Perth,
Western Australia.

BRANCH NEWS
STOCKTON TECHNICAL

SCHOOL— All members look
part in a harvest camp during August. When meet-
ings were resumed the rolling stock was overhauled
and signalling practised. A Flying Model Aeroplane
Contest has been commenced. Secretary: R. N.
Fraser, 11, Hereford Terrace, Cowpen Est., Bllliugham-
on-Tees, Co. Durham.

WOODLANDS—The layout is continually being
improved, the latest additions being coloured lights
and other signalling devices. Discussions are taking
Elace on railway topics. Dinky Toy bus services have

een introduced. Secretary: D. Kennington, 58,
Scalby Grove, Derringham Bank, Hull.

Du KIN FIELD— Well-varied track operations and
General Knowledge Tests have been enjoyed. Scale
drawings of L.N.E.R. locomotives have been shown
Srcr ‘ary/ L. D. Broadbent, 395, Chectham Hill Road,
Dukiiifield.

Mr. F. G. Appleton, seen in our illustration,
is Chairman of the Wood Green Branch
No. 467, Secretary M. J.  Gilbert. This
Branch was recently incorporated with the
H.R.C., in August of this year. Mr.
Appleton is a keen and experienced model
railway enthusiast, whose own layout,
the Methuen Park Railroad, was described
and illustrated in the “M.M.” for June
1943. Members of the Branch take part

in operations on this layout.
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
What Names are Hidden Here?

Advertisements in this December issue
of the "M.M.,” heralding the Christmas
season, are not as many in number as they
were in pre-war days, nor are there so
many good things des-
cribed and illustrated
in them. Yet readers
will turn eagerly to see
what they contain, and
we are therefore basing
our competition this
month on them.

In the panel on this
page there is a' square
comprising 81 letters.
These have been so
arranged that the names
of products advertised
in this issue of the "M.Af.,** or of the firms
advertising them, can be read. The names
are traced by starting anywhere and
passing at each move to the letter to the
left or right, or to that above or below.
No diagonal moves must be made, and every
letter of the square must be used at least
once. There is no restriction on the number
of times that a letter can be included in
a name, and indeed many letters appear in

more than one name, giving an interlocking
effect.

In their solutions competitors must give
the names of the product or advertisers

concerned, and the num-
bers of the pages on
which the advertise-
ments appear. Their
entries should be ad-
dressed “Advertisement
Letter Square, Meccano
Magazine, Binns Road.
Liverpool 13. °  There will
be two sections in the
contest, for Home and
Overseas readers res-
pectively, and in each
prizes of 21/- ,  10/6 and

5/- will be awarded, with consolation prizes
for other good efforts. The judges will take
neatness and novelty into account in
making their final decision if there is a tie
for any prize.

The closing date in the Home Section is
31st January, 1945, and that in the Over-
seas Section, 31st July, 1945. Competitors
must not omit their names and addresses
on their entries.

K C E B A z 0 L I
T M H E C E M S w
T I L L C D B 0 E
U L F D A U D N B
B H 0 R X B Y E L
R A G p 0 L T S A
L M X 0 E A R L N
E I A Y L I P 0 U
Y R T T 0 C S W D

reach here not later than 31st January, 1945 if they
are in the Home Section, and 31st July 1945 if they
arc in the Overseas Section.

Competitors are particularly asked to make sure
that their name, full postal address, and age are clearly
written on the back of their entries, as we are still
receiving a number of entries each month w'hich do
not comply with these rules and which in consequence
have to be disqualified.

Can You Draw a Train or  a Tram?
This month we are giving the many artists among

our readers a chance to express themselves. Contrary
to the usual "Go as you please” competitions of this
type, we are restricting the entrants in this drawing
contest to certain kinds of transport, but this will
not be a handicap, for every reader of the "M.M.”
has a t  times set out to draw trains, buses, and tram-
cars, and there arc plenty of these about for them
to examine to make sure of getting details right if
they decide to draw some existing model.

The entries must be drawings of one of the following:
1. A Passenger Train. *
2. A Trolley Bus.
3. A Motor Bus.
4. A Tramcar.

The drawing submitted can either be based on
present day designs or can be of a futuristic nature;
we leave the choice to the competitor. Colour can
be used if desired, but it is not essential, as the
judges will base their decisions on actual drawing skill,
taking novelty and accuracy into account if necessary.

The competition will be divided into two sections,
for Home and Overseas readers respectively, and in
each of these prizes of 21/-, 10/6 and 5/- will be
awarded for the best entries. A number of consolation
prizes also will be awarded for other entries that
deserve recognition. Entries should be addressed
"December Transport Drawing Contest, Meccano
Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13,” and posted to

December Photographic Contest
This month’s photographic contest is the 12th of

our 1944 scries, and in it, as usual prizes are offered
for the best photographs of any kind submitted.
There are two conditions— I, that the photograph
must have been taken by the competitor, and 2, that
on the back of each print must be stated exactly
what the photograph represents. A fancy title may
be added if the entrant desires.

Entries will be divided into two sections, A for
readers aged 16 and over, and B for those under 16,
They should be addressed "December Photo Contest,
Meccano Magazine, Binns Road. Liverpool 13.” There
will be separate sections for Overseas readers.
In each section prizes of 15 / -  and 7/6  will be awarded,

together with consolation prizes for good efforts.
Closing dates: Home Section, 31st December; Over-
seas Section, 30th June, 1945.

♦ * • • „
A Correction. The total in the 5th column of the

November Locomotive Figureword Contest should be
69, not 61 as shown.
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FOR SERIOUS COLLECTORS
Our  Bargain "D iscount "  Approva ls  conta in  a f ine  range  o f  p icked Modern and  New Issues,
Pictorials, Commems., etc., f r om Id .— 6d.  each, less a generous discount (GENERAL SELECTIONS
ONLY. NO SINGLE COUNTRIES OR G.B.). Approva ls  o r  detai ls  a re  post  free, and  we  do  NOT send
aga in  unless requested. Br. Co lon ia l  o r  Mixed selections avai lable,  bu t  no  Al l -Foreign.

Postal Business On ly  THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO. (P.T.S.)rva ig i  uuau icaa  n iy  Dept  M , 04  l i ve rpop | Road Birkdale, Lancs.

PACKET contains 30 air,  triangular, and stamps with aeroplanes, etc.—
2 LIBERIA triangular (wi th  aeroplane): NIGERIA: F. OCEANIA:
MOZAMBIQUE (Elephants); INDIA: 2 Canada;  S .  AFRICA (Pictor-
ial; 2 TANGANYIKA; PALESTINE; BRAZIL (aeroplane design,
etc.); 5 U.S.A.; ICELAND (Fisht; Australia; CAYMAN IS. (Pictorial);
NEW CALEDONIA;  CAM  EROONS: ST.  PIERRE; MOZAMBIQUE
(Pictorial); MADAGASCAR;  PHILIPPINE IS.; CEYLON (Pictorial).
EGYPT; JAPAN (Emperor) .  Price 5id . ,  post 2Jd. extra .  Applicant*
for approvals receive 6 Pictorial S. Africa and in addition, those
sending addresses of stamp collecting friends get set of 4 JAMAICA.
BARGAINS—100 B. Cols. 2/6; 12 Free French (Cols.)  9d.; 20 Rhodesia
Ub. A K tor LISTS Id .  H. C. WATKINS (MM).  Granville Road. BARNET

FREE TO ALL
collectors sending postage (3d.)

This Unique Triangular Health Stamp

APPROVAL BOOKS
containing low and medium priced Colonial and

| Foreign stamps still sent to  applicants. Good discount
and a list of 90 FREE GIFTS varying in value
according to  money sent for purchases. These gifts
can be chosen by you from this list which contains
King George VI, Jubilees, Free French, ALL the

Coronation Sets Mint, etc. 3d.  s tamp please.
C. A. RUSH. 38.  Queen's Avenue. Whetstone. London N.20

MALTA C.C.
An unused set in  the  new colours, ONLY JUS1
ISSUED, from the  George Cross Island, showing
H.M.S. St .  Angelo, Verdaln Palace, and  a pre-historic
Underground Vault sent free to all applicants for

approvals enclosing 2id .  postage.

R. D. HARRISON, ROYDON,  WARE

G. P. KEEP, WILLINGDON, EASTBOURNE
CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR YOU!
As a special Christmas attraction we  ofler old
and new customers quire free a packet of about
250 ore-war quality s tamp hinges — practically
impossible to buy to-day. Just send 2 | d ,  for
postage, and ask to  see one  of our  fine selections
of modern stamps, i d .  upwards, on  approval
( that  is if you are not already receiving such
selections regularly from us). Write  to-day to;

CAPT.  M .  CAMPBELL & CO.  (Dept .  MM)
15 ,  Nor th  West  House ,  West  S t . ,  B r igh ton

The "CAPTAIN COOK" Packet
FREE! Grand stamps commemor-
ating that "Hero of the South
Seos." C ip t .  Cook (1728-79), mcl .
fine Cook Is.  (as reduced illus.)
his Sailing Ship Endeavour, with
Chart, also 'Landing of Capt. Cook,
etc. Just send 3d. postage for this
grand romantic packet,  and  ask to
see special "Mercu ry"  Approvals.

Philip J .  Dyke P. J.S.).35.  Buckleigh Ave.. London S.W.20

THE BOMBER AND
SUBMARINE PACKET FREE!

One of the most interesting
pictorial stamps ever  issued is
included in this wonderful packet
of good stamps. It depicts a
Wellington bomber attacking a
German  submarine in the  Atlantic.
O the r  stamps include Australia
(late issue). Eire, obsolete foreign,
portrait King Victor Emmanuel,
large Belgian Railway issue,
Ciccho-Slovakia, old French
Republic, U.S.A., and  finally a

pair of unused issues overprinted with new value, and
to  the first 500 applicants, a beautiful large unused
French '‘De Gaulle" issue. The  whole collection
absolutely free to  all collectors sending 3d. for postage

and requesting approvals.
LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD.

(MM).  41. Norton Street, Liverpool 3. Tel. 299 North

FINE FREE GIFT PACKET
jordan,  and mint Cayman Isles Pictorial, to  all request
tng our bargain discount approvals of PICTOR  lALS

COM  MEMORAT  IVES and  TRIANGULAR  x
ALLCOCK. 74. Tynyparc Road. Rhiwbina, CARDIFF

AUSTRALIA 1934 1/6 AIR MAIL used . . .  6d.
CANADA  8c. WAR EFFORT used, rare . . .  9d.
GT.  BRITAIN K.G.VI 5/- red used .................... 1/6
NEW ZEALAND 1931 4/- red used, scarce . . .  I/-
NIUE K.G.VI 1/- used ................................. 1/9

Monthly Bulletin Id .  or  1/- per annum,
(Postal business only) .

THE BELFAST STAMP SERVICE
67 ,  Ash ley  Ave . ,  Be l fas t6/ -  post free 'Worth While' Offer 45 Countries

45 mint CORONATIONS  from 45 different countries.
A fine Xmas present for  anyone.

Ask for "WORTH WHILE"  approvals.
JOS. H. GAZE. 10.  Pimlico Road. CLITHEROE. Lancs.

FREE -STAMPS CATALOGUED 5'-
to applicant* for id .  approvals.

COX, 17, 5TONELEIGH PARK ROAD, EWEU
For oihrr Stamp Advertisements see also pages 428 and vi l i .
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Stamp Collecting
Christmas Seals and Sidelines in Stamps

By F Riley, B.Sc

THIS is the Christmas season, a festival that we
celebrate to the best of our ability in spite pl

wartime difficulties. For stamp collectors an interest-
........... e season comes through

e none of these in Great
Britain, but in such
countries as Canada,
Sou th  Af r i ca ,
Denmark, Norway,
Bo l iv i a  and  the
United States they
have been issued for
years and have pro-
vided handsome sums
for charity. Although
they are sold over
the counter in Post
Others, they arc not
stamps, that is they
are of no use for
franking purposes,
and usually they are
placed on the backs
of the envelopes.

As our three illus-
Is suggest, these arc very

attractive in appearance and well worth the attention
of collectors on the lookout
for an interesting sideline.
They are extensively col-
lected in the countries in
which they are issued,
and it is not difficult to
find them in Great Britain.
They cost little or nothing.
A scout around among
your friends may easily
bring some of them to
tight, and there is always
a possibility that a stamp
dealer may have a few,
which no doubt he would
be willing to part with
to any of bis customers
who are interested.

Christmas seals vary
considerably in design. Some of them indeed are
rather ambitious, like the one at  the head of this

co lumn ,  wh ich
shows a symbolic
cot and is in
colour, in f ad
seals are usually
in striking coin nr,
with Chr i s tmas
greetings in some
form, such as the
"God Ju l"  which
s imp ly  me  a u s
'"J Good YulrtuG,"
of the Norwegian
example  shown
here. It is interest-
ing to know that
South African seals
are issued in bi-
lingual pairs, just
as the stamps of
that country are.

Another peculiarity of the S.A, seals is that they are
very often placed alongside the postage stamps used
and thus receive a cancellation. But that doesn’t
make them stamps*

Sidelines to stamp collecting are many and varied,
and this is a good opportunity to make a few sug-
gestions that should interest readers of the Magarine
Nothing of course c.m replace systematic stamp
collecting itself, but this may not appeal to all readers,
and others
may lack the
time to make
and display
a good
general col-
lection, or a
spec i a l i s t
collection of
one or more
coun t r i e s .
One  ve ry
interes t ing
sideline col-
lection could
be  made
of s t amps
reproducing masterpieces of engineering, and could
well be started with a stamp of the design ot the
Australian issue of 1932, which shows Sydney Har-
bour Bridge. The actual stamp reproduced at  the
bead of this column is the 5/- value, which has

increased very largely in
price, but there were two
lower values that should
be quite easily obtainable
Equally good results can
be achieved by those
interested in ships, with
examples ranging from
dhows and Viking long
ships to modern liners,
while railways and road
transport also provide a
wealth of material. In
this connection we cannot
overlook the aeroplane,
which is becoming in-
creasingly popular aS a
subject for stamp design
and certainly will appeal

to many "M.M.” readers.
Other suggestions that might be offered to stamp

collectors on the lookout for sidelines of interest
include animal and plant life, the cities of the world,
famous buildings and even maps on stamps. Portrait
stamps also would make an excellent sideline effort,
especially if the collector took the1 trouble to write up
the collection well. Whatever he does, the great
thing for the collector to remember in setting out on
some stamp sideline is to make sure that it is one in
which he is deeply interested. It is a hobby,
and therefore must be something that he

mg association
Christmas seals. We hav

trations of Christmas si
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K.C.VI PICTORIALS
Our  approval  books con ta in  all t he  Cur ren t  Crown
Colon ia l  Stamps up  to  1/- face value,  each s t amp
priced separa te ly ,  and  all in bri l l iant  m in t  condi t ion .
Other  books conta in  Corona t ions ,  Colonia ls  in
Blocks, used  s tamps,  Free French, etc. ,  etc. Wr i t e  for
a selection to-day,  No  postage is r equ i red ,  and there

is a d i scount  of 2d .  in rhe 1/- .
Gem Stamp Co..  1729 .  London Rd. .  Le igh-on-Sea.  Essex

POLAND NAVY STAMP FREE

K / *  \ / |  Current  M in t  Sets. Cash wi th  Order.
Postage Ex t ra .  S .A .E ,  Appreciated.

3 /6  each set up to the 1 /  value; Antigua, Ascension,
Basu to, Bcchuana, Bermuda, Caymans, Cook,
Dominica, Fiji, Gambia, Gilberts, Grenada, Leewards,
Montserrat, Niue, N. Rhodesia, SL Lucia, St .  Kitts,
St. Vincent, Kenya, Swaziland, Virgin Isles.
4 /6  Br. Guiana set to 3G cents.
4 /6  Br. Honduras set to 25 cents.
6/-  Br. Somaliland set to I Re.
6/-  S. Rhodesia set to I / -  value.
4 /6  each set up to the 1 / -  value: Barbados, Gibraltar,
Gold Coast, Malta, Jamaica, Nyasaland, St. Helena,
S. Leone, Samoa, Zanzibar.
4 /6  each set up to th*- I Re. value: Aden, Seiyun, Shihr
5 /6  Ceylon set to I Re. value.
4 /6  Cyprus set to 9 Pi. value.
3 / -  Tonga set to 1 / -  value.
3 /7  Tonga, S. Jubilee set.

Highest Values of AU Sets arc in Stock.
Reliant Catalogue, 6/4 including postage.

FRED HARLOW. 133 .  Bradbourne Vale.  Sevenoaks. Kent
Tel.: Sevenoaks 2742 Bankers: Barclays Ltd.

AMAZING ABSOLUTELY FREE OFFER.  Ask fo r
th i s  in teres t ing and  histone scamp to  be  sent  co
YOU—  Ic is FREE.  I t  depic ts  two Pol ish  sailors on
board a Polish Merchan tman  sailing in  convoy
on  the  high seas. One  of t he  sai lors  holding
field glasses is po in t ing  a t  an  enemy  bomber
approaching the  sh ip ,  whi le  the  o ther  is t raining
a double-bar re l led  Lewis machine gun on  the
plane .  The Polish inscr ipt ion a t  the top of t he
stamp means “Polish Merchan t  Navy , "  and  t he
s t amp  was  issued in 1943 by  the ex i l ed  Polish

Governmen t  in London,
To  get  this  wonderful s t amp  to r  YOUR col lect ion
— to  the  envy  of all your friends—  wr i te  to  the
Windsor  S tamp  Co .  and ask for Approvals,
Price List  and  the  ABSOLUTELY FREE POLAND
NAVY 1TAMP.  Your  name  and  address  mus t  be
clearly wr i t t en  and  you MUST place 3d- i n
STAMPS inside your  letter* (Th i s  3d. is t o
cover  cost of L i s t s and  postage of the  Approvals
and Free Polish Navy  S tamp  Gi f t  co you) .

Post  your le t te r  t o :
WINDSOR STAMP CO., Dept .  M .  Uckf ie ld .  Sussex

STAMPS AT  WAR DISCOUNTS
COLONIALS,  Coronations and 4GU.V1
Aino EUROPEANS and  other  FOREIGN
Pick any f rom our  celebrated APPROVALS
20/ -  wor th  st d priced fo r  5/- .  and  pro rata
OLD AND RARE STAMPS BOUGHT

SAUNDERS & CO.. 51 .  Dr iycot t  Avenas. HARROW

AU THESE FREE!
( a )  Fa lk land  Is.  Dependencies
Id .  min t  pict ,  (b )  2 Be lg ian
Congo 1942 mine  piers, ( c )
Roumania 1921 25b.  Cha r i t y

pict .  (d )  Travancore  1939 Maha-
rajah’s Bi r thday  large pict .  Send
for this  XMAS GIFT  enclosing
3d. s tamp and ask for a Globe-

Tro t t e r  approval  se lect inn.
Globe-Trot ter .  70 .  Wes t  Ave. .  B ’h i r r  20

8 LIBERATED COUNTRIES

Stamps f rom 8 European countr ies  l iberated by the
Allies, Free to all appl icants  enclosing 3d .  t o  cove r
postage and  applying for our famous  approva l  sheets.

ERRINGTON & MARTIN
Dept .  No .  408 ,  South Hackney,  E .9

THE FIRST STAMP EVER ISSUED
(Bri t ish  1840 Penny  Black) fo r  P .O .  7/91 It is guaran teed
genuine  in eve ry  respect .  (Bet ter -grade  copies a lso
available a t  10/6, 15/6 and  20/- respect ively) .  I ts  com-
panion s t amp  (1840 2d .  b lue)  nice used a t  10/- (bet ter
grade a t  (4/6, 17/6 and  22/6 respect ively) .  Other
’’Classics1’ wh ich  every  col lector  should have  are the
CAPE OF  GOOD HOPE TRIANGULARS: we offer I d .
rose (ca t .  45/-)  a t  17/6; I d .  brown-red (ca t .  57/6)
20/-; 4d .  b lue  ( ca t ,  20/-) a t  7/6; 6d .  pale  lilac ( ca t .  45/-)
at  17/6; 1/-  yellow-green (ca t .  90/-)  at  32/6; I / -  deep
dark green ( ca t .  90/-) a t  33/6; and  I / -  emera ld-green
(ca t .  £7 )  a t  52/6; a lso VICTORIA 1850-55 Half-Length
Queen  Id .  (ca t ,  t o  70/-) a t  10/- ( f a i r )  to  25/- (ve ry  fine);
■ n d  3d .  (cat .  t o  50/-) at  7/6 ( f a i r )  to  17/6 (ve ry  fine);
1854-55 Queen on  Throne 2d .  (cat .  to  25/-) a t  5/- ( fa i r )

t o  12/6 (very fine).
SUPERB APPROVALS (general ,  o r  by  countr ies  for
really ser ious collectors  and  specialists) against

approved  English references  o r  a depos i t .
Current price list price Id .  post free.

NORRIS & CO.  {Dept .  ML  SOMERCOTES, DERBY

BARNET & FORD
The Stamp Shop, 5b ,  H igh  S t ree t .  Conway.  N .  Wales

FOREIGN BARGAINS
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1938. sokoi comp. m .  1 ,6 .  IRAN
1907/8 16 "Sha ' s "  car .  8/6,  f .u ,  2 /6 .  MOZAMBIQUE
1940 Pictorials  comp, min t  1 /6 .  SPAIN “Franco”
IP .  and  4P. f .u .  6d.  U.S.A.  12 different  Hags f . u .  a t
9d.  each .  1944 Cen t ,  of Progress.  3 difL f .u.  nt 6d .
each .  Rel iant  1944 6 /3 .  Whirf ie ld  K ing  1945 Whole

World  13 /1  .

Wr i te  to -day  for Brit ish Colonial  Approvals  I d .—6d.
single i tems,  a lso  Coronat ions  and  short  mint sets.
Postage 2 jd .  Purcell ,  22, Green  Lane ,  Amcrsham,  Bucks.

ice ubo  pages 426 and vfii.For other Stamp Advertisement*
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country honoured
is the Philippine*,
and owing to its
different political
status, the usual
"Flag” design was
no t  cons ide red
appropriate; hence
the change. The
stamp does credit
to its designer, as
well as the U.S.
Post Office, which
once more will gain
a very nice sum.
Our Post Office
apparently is so
rich that it does
not need such fillips
to its revenue!

We have already
illustrated the kind

of ordinary stamps, apart from special issues, which
are in use in Germany. Now one from Belgium is
shown. This country hjs continued to turn out
commemorative stamps, almost ml libt but for every-
day use they have apparently gone on using stamps
similar in design to those current when they were
over-run, with altered values to meet changed
circumstances.

Another stamp from a neighbouring country is an
attractive one from Holland. It forms part of a
delightful set of seven values; there appears to be
no special significance about its issuance; what a
contrast to our own stamps. All the warnings in the
world against buying this kind of stamps may be
uttered, but if the price is low —and the face value of
this Dutch set is only about sixpence—collectors will
simply not be able to resist them, and to be quite
candid the writer of this will probably tuck away a few.

Vatican stamps have always had a special appeal
to many collectors for rather obvious reasons, and
the one we '
are show-
ing from a
r ecen t ly
issued set
of three,
w i th  i t s
s t r i k ing
design, will
c e r t a in ly
interest a
number of
collectors.
A t  t he
momen t
it  is not
possible to
import stamps from Vatican City, but a number of
used copies trickle through all the time, and should
not be very hard to come by.

There is now a good deal of talk in philatelic circles
regarding the issue of a Victory set of stamps, once
Germany has been defeated. One would hardly have
thought, taking everything into consideration, in-
cluding the political aspect, that anyone could be
found to argue against the proposal, yet apparently
there are odd people w'ho do, but they can be safely
ignored, as they represent nobody but a tiny minority.
When the special stamps this country has issued
already are considered, it must be admitted that it
is taking a bit of a risk at the expense of our artistic
reputation to suggest further efforts, particularly if
Sresent designs, which apparently satisfy the Post

iffice authorities, are any criterion of what we
might get.

The 6d. and I / -  values of the present set of Turks
and Caicos Islands are to be changed in colour. None
of the two stamps to be changed will be sent here
from the colony so they should prove very good
property indeed. Any collector who can buy them
for under 5/- a pair should not fail to do so.

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on  New Issues

By F. E. Metcalfe

TT has been mentioned previously that Zanzibar1 was issuing a commemorative set in honour of the
bicentenary of the Al Bu Said dynasty, which has
ruled over that country for 200 years. There is news
now that these stamps were issued 20th November,
which is the actual date of the anniversary. Un-
fortunately the “Af.M.” goes to press too early to
allow our illustrating a copy of the stamps this month,
but we should be able to do so in the January issue.

It is said that there will only be one printing, so
readers will be well advised to buy their sets as soon
as possible, and as these should not cost more than
half a crown each to begin with they will be within
the reach of most.

In connection with the
same celebration India
has announced that all
stamps to 2 r. as well
as 10 service stamps to
I r. will be overprinted
"Al  Bu Saul 1363“ in
Arabic. These were placed
on sale 20th Novem-
ber and will be with-
drawn 31st December.
Again speed in pur-
chasing is indicated, for
these stamps, once they
are obsolete, will go to
a much higher price than
their face value.

It is quite possible
that some of the Indian States also may issue special
stamps, but nothing is known about these at the
moment. Aden, Aden States and British Somaliland
are also countries to watch, for this celebration of the
"Al Bu Said” bicentenary is an important one in
the Arab world.

Last month readers were told that there was no
need to worry yet about the forthcoming Jamaica
commemorative set, as not only would there be
plenty to go round when they did appear, but this
would not be for some time. This word of advice
was prompted by offers in the philatelic papers for
collectors to send along their cash to book a set,
else—etc., etc. Well, official advice is now available
that the set in question will probably not appear
for another 10 months or so.

Dealers who have been rushing things will now
have to go to the trouble of returning cash, which
is what happened, to give one notable instance,
when the Canadian Government sent supplies of
their war issue to London and the British Treasury
refused permission for the stamps to be marketed in
Great Britain.

The U.S.A, has been at i t  again. This, the only
country-—vide the American newspaper—which alone
never emits special stamps, has just issued the 13th
stamp in honour of an oppressed nation, and the
14th will probably
be out by the
time these words
appear. The 13th
stamp is illus-
trated here. I t  is
a rather hand-
some affair, in
spite of the fact
that at  first glance
one might take
the centre of the
des ign  fo r  a
Jew’s harp. The
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The Air Forces of the United States —

(Continued from page 402)
"direction” of labour—m&u and women can come

and go and work where they like or can get the
best pay; and that the output of ordinary "consumers’
goods” is still up to 80 per cent, of pre-war things
such as clothes and toys and household stuff that
we have not seen for three years. That may give
yon some notion of how far the States are from
being full out or all in. They can spare all those
young men to do work which our girls have been,
doing for years under compulsion.

No wonder people look upon the United States as
the World Power of the future. What could those
millions of people do if they were really stretched in
self-defence? In this article I
have only given a mere sketch of
whaL might be written about the
might of the United States in the
air. But I still believe that the
British Commonwealth of Nations
can fully hold its own in the world.

This tiny island, which, with
the Dominions, fought this war by
itself for two years and more, can
look after itself in peace. But I
do admire and thank the United
States for the splendid part they
have played in the war while
they have been in it.

On the Track of the "Irish Mail" —
(Continued from pa%c 405)

ordinary and excursion trains in
normal summers, now follow in
quick succession, though with open
country and hills between — Presta-
tyn, Rhyl, Colwyn Bay, Llandudno
(reached by a busy 3 mile branch
from Llandudno Junction), Pen*
macnmawT, and so on. As far as Llandudno Junction
there are four tracks most of the way from Chester.
Along the coast the two down lines and two up
tracks are laid side by side, so exciting races take
place sometimes, fast trains appearing to be running
’‘neck and neck." Between Llandudno Junction and
Bangor, beyond quaint old Conway with its bridges
and castle, there are tunnels through rocky headlands,
as well ns a viaduct right over the shore.

In short, it is a most entertaining railway)

On the assembly line. Lockheed C-69 "Constellation" Iransport aircraft
under construction for the U.S. Army Air Forces. Photograph by courtesy

of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A.

-the outbreak of war. Crowds of excited children have
ridden behind it among the cabbages and peas. I
have been at the controls ahead of a full load of them
and found the engine easy to handle if driven care-
fully. Speeds of well above 20 m.p.h. are possible
on a good stretch of track.

“J  uiicryhit-an" is an 0—1-2 locomotive designed on
Continental lines with an eight-wheel bogie tender
Her scale is 1 in. to I ft. and the working pressure is
91) lb. per sq. in. The engine has two cylinders and
WaJschacrts valve motion is fitted. To save time
and expense the wheels, of 5f in. diameter, are made
of cast iron and the copper boiler is hand- Hanged
and riveted. A set of piston rings, a water gauge
and a pressure gauge are the only commercial products
on rhe locomotive.

The train fits in well with the surroundings as it
races between high grass and lowering bushes, smoke
pouring from the high funnel and steam from the
ingenious little safety valve. Mr. Houghton intends
to enlarge the present station, with its two platforms,
carriage sheds and solitary water tank, and to build
a tunnel. The foundations of a girder bridge have
already been laid.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

July "Locomotive Parts" Contest.—1st Brize: G
Wilsher, London N.W.2; 2nd Prize: P. W. Miles,
Enfield; 3rd Prize: G. Tiller, Southampton. Con
solation Prizes: C. E. Wrayford, Bovey Tracey; D
Watson, Glasgow S, I: R. P. Rowe, Wigan; F. Linton.
Mirfield.

July "Photographic" Contest. —1st Prizes, Section A
J. Murphy, Glasgow C4: Section B: R. J .  Vickers.
Norton -on-Tees. 2nd Prizes, Section A: J ,  H. Gittens.
Weybridge; Section B: G. M. Worstcnholme. Horsforth
Consolation Prizes: R, Hogg, London S.W.12; B
Chulindra, Cornwall; M. Wells, Aberdeen.

August "Thrills” Contest. —1st Prize; C. Carter
Shanklin; 2nd Prize: E.  G. Smith. Chorlton-cum
Hardy; 3rd Prize: F. L. Lean, Saltash. Consolation
Prizes: G. R. Esslenwnt, Newcastle 7; M. Phillips,
Sutton Coldfield; D. Warner, Coundon; G. Cohen.
Birmingham 12.

August "Locomotive Names" Contest.—;1st Prize
L. S.  Shackleford, London W.3; 2nd Prize: R. Y
Pomfret, Blackburn; 3rd Prize: G. D. Harden, Lon-
don S.W.18. Consolation Prizes: S. Rae, Romford,
P. F. Marshall, Eccleshall; K. Jones, Kenton; G. E
Skelland, Warrington; D, Stoddard, Longton; H. W
Hurst, Dewsbury.

The Art of Shipbuilding — (Continued from page 412) .

they have been made possible only by the extensive
use of welding and pre-fabrication, by the most
intensive planning, and by the absolute necessity
for ships mid more ships to meet the U-boat menace
and carry the war cargoes of the .Allies all over
the world.

I t  may be mentioned in conclusion that welding,
as used in shipbuilding, is not peculiar to the U.S.A.,
for long before the war some small vessels built on
the Tyne aiyi the Clyde were wholly welded. I t  is
not likely, however, even after the war, that many
all wdded ships will be built in this country.

“THE BEDSTEAD EXPRESS"
By PttTER C LOWES

A novel and interesting 7f in. gauge railway is
situated on an allotment in Stockport, Cheshire.
Its owner, Mr. J .  Houghton, is an aircraft engineer,
md the locomotive "/turfcryWcaH.” named after his
three daughters, Audrey, Beryl and Jean, has been
built from odd pieces of metal from old motor cars
and bedsteads. The plans were sketched on the
back of a cigarette packet as long ago as 1935, and
'.he locomotive made its first appearance on the rails

the Edgeley Park Miniature Railway just before
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WHAT DID HE WANT THEM FOR?
We don’t know why Mr. Thoroughbred suddenly

decided to spend some of his spare cash on horses,
but he did and altogether he got rid of '£1,050 m
this way. Later he was told that horses had become
cheaper and that* hr if had waited ,i lit lie while he
could have got another horse for his money. When
he looked into it he found that he enuld then hav<
bought each horse for £5 less. How many horses did
he buy and what did he give for each?

HOW MUCH WOULD THE WORM LEAN?
On Smith's grandfather’s bookshelves there was an

old encyclopaedia in 26 volumes, printed on old
fashioned heavy paper so that each volume was 3 in
thick. How far would a bookworm crawl if it made its
wav from beginning to end of the mass of learning*

PROFITING BY HIS MISTAKES?
A shop assistant was told to mark the price of j

er tain article, but when he made out the ticket ht
hanged the numbers of the pounds and shillings b.

error. There were no pence in the amount. Whet
the mistake was discovered it was found that tht
error had doubled the price of the article. What
should, he have written on the price ticket?

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH’S PUZZLES
The solutions to the keyword addition sum in our firsi

Brain Teaser last month is:
2,7491

649
12,349

40,489

the keyword then is “Scrambling." Other figure
combinations may give a respectable sum from ar
irithmeiica) point of view, but do not produce a
keyword

Fireside Fun
"When rny unde died he left over 500 docks/'
‘Is that so? His estate must have taken a long tim*

to wind up?'

Mother: ‘As you .de eight to-morrow I am getting
you a nice cake. Would you like one with eight
candies?'1

Tommy: "No. I would like a candle with eight
rakes."

"Will you give a push to the top of the hill? It’s
too much for one donkey/’

* • * • *
"Is  this bread really to-day’s?"
"Of course it is. Isn’t it always to-day’s?
"No, yesterday’s wasn’t."

• • • •
Teacher: "Now, "ous” at the end oi a word means

full of,' as in delirious, full of delirium. Now. John
give me another example/1

John! "Pious means full of pie, miss/'
• * * •

THIS MONTH'S HOWLER
A herbaceous border is a lodger who doesn't cat

meat

BRAIN TEASERS
A MAGICAL CHANGE

In 3 magic square the figures in rows, columns .uid
diagonals add up to the same total. The square given
below is not a magic one, because the totals of the
rows, columns ami diagonals are not the same. Can
you cut the diagram into four pieces that can be fitted
together in a different way to give a magic square?

"My! These oatcakes are tough/’
"Oatcakes! They’re cork mats to put your plates on

How many were caught by our "General Ignorance
question? AU five roads mentioned in it start from
London. Al ends a t  Edinburgh, A2 a t  Dover, A3
at Portsmouth, A 4 at Bristol and A 5 at Holy bead

The American aeroplane or  car names hidden in ou<
last puzzle were: Black Widow; Studebaker; Plymouth,
Avenger; Liberator and Packard. How many readers
detected the error in the fourth of these? This month
[here fe a deliberate nditake in this column. What is it?J.B.K
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Meccano Helps with a War Job, 380
Meccano Models:— Bicycle, 348; Cakewalk, 204; Cement

Mixer, 312; Core-Winding Machine, 380; Cranes, 132,
385; Crane Truck, Mobile, 96; Delivery Van, Trades-
man’s, 384; Flying Boat, 132; Grindstone, Treadle,
277; Lathe, 240; Log-Sawing Machine, 168; Motor
Lawn -Roller, 60; Potato Digger, 24; Racing Car,
348; Simple Balance, 240; Steam-Driven Excavator,
276; Steam Engine, Horizontal, 24;- Strip-Punching
Press. 312; Swing, 132; Toys for Christmas, 420;
Wheelbarrow, 204

Meccano Suggestions Section:— Inertia Gear Box, 418;
Band Brake, Screw Operated, 382; Bearing, Low
Friction, 167; Bearing, Heavy Duty, 383; Belt
Slipping, Preventing, 382; Brake, Expanding, 23;
Cams, Construction of, 382; Cam, Three-Point, 94;
Cement Blocks, 811; Clock Escapement, 22; Clutch
Mechanism, 94; Controller for Electric Motor, 166;
Crankshafts, 58, 203; Diflerential, 166; Driving Small
Models, 275; Electric Gas Lighter, 347; Film Spools,
Novel use for, 311; Fixing Nuts in Awkward Places,
167; Free Wheels, 59, 274; Gear Box, 4 8; Gear Box,
Planetary, 346; Gear Ratios, 238; Gears, Novel use
for, 238; Gyroscope, 310; Ladders, 275; Lubrication,
Notes on, 23; Momentum Motor, 274; Pendulum
“Ticker” Clock for Photographers, 310; Propellers,
Ship, 239; Quick Return Motion, Geared, 94;
Reduction Gear, Bevel and Contra to, 22; Reversing
Gear, 274, 383; Roller Bearings, 347; Roller Race,
Built-up, 203; Screw Jack, 23; Semi-Elliptic Springs,
58; Simple Reversing Gear, 418; Solenoids, 95;
Spanner, Long-Handled, 382; Spoked Rubber-
Tyred Wheels, 419; Stand for Soldering Iron, 419;
Stephenson’s Link Motion, 238; Terminals for Flex
Wire, 419; Transmission Gear, Epicyclic, 383; Trolley
for Tramcars, 311; Tweezers, 59; Twenty Years of
Suggestions, 95; Winding Gear for Cranes, 166;
Worm Drive for Small Vehicles, 58

Moths, How to Collect, 294
Naval Power in the Great Invasion, IPO
New Zealand Railway Correspondence Society, 322
Of General Interest, 16, 47, 84, 270
Photography:—Cats, 124; Colour and Distance, 237;

Competition Entries, 308; Focussing, 337; General
Hints, 201; Holidays a l  Home, 271; Picture Making
with Clouds, 56; P.R.U., 2, 41); Portraits that Please,
165; Portraits with Photoflood Lamps, 379; Thin
Negatives, Improving, 92; Winter, 20

Radiography, Mass Miniature, 218
Railway, Humours of a Narrow Gauge, 106
Railway Locomotives:- L.N.E.R. "Mikado" to

“Pacific," 4; L.N.E.R., New “Pacifies” for the, 293;
L.N.E.R. Rebuilt 2-8-0, 149; Recent British Loco-
motive Practice, 326; Veterans in Private Service, 358

Railway News, .18, 44, 90, 126, 154, 198, 226, 272,
302, 338, 374, 416

Railway Runs: —C.P.R., Footplate Trips, 6, 52, 86;
Glasgow to Edinburgh, 366; On the Track of the
“Irish Mail,” 404; Remarkable Runs of Years Ago,
78, 116

Railways:— Bermuda Railways, 229; L.N.E.R. Light
Tunnels, 223; Moscow Underground, 258; Stream-
lined Trains, 188; Speed and Comfort, 181

Rats, War on, 196
Sea, Power from the, 222
Shipbuilding, 1'he Art of, 334, 376, 410
Shipping Notes, Sea and, 13, 342
Ships:—Giant 'longs to Raise Sunken, 42; H.M.S.

'‘Pepperpot,” 304; H.M.S. "Royal Ulsterman/’ 202;
Motor Ships, 125

Snowbound St. Bernard, 403
Stamp Collecting, 31, 67, 103, 139, 175, 211, 247, 283,

319, 355, 391, 427
Stamp Gossip, 33, 69, 105, 14), 177, 213, 249, 285,

321, 357, 393, 429
Steel, Story of, 185, 230, 260, 298
Tree Spraying, 161
Typing by Teleprinter, 372
Wild Life in Man’s Service, 88
World, Our Wonderful, 12

INDEX
Vol. XXIX

Jan .— Dec.t 1944

Aircraft: -Avro “ York," 131; Curtiss "Helldiver/* 296;
D.H. "Mosquito," 55, 162, 236; Fairchild Aircraft,
340; Fairey “Barracuda," 186; Fairey "Swordfish/1

14, 371; Gliders, Troop-Carrying, 224; Handley Page
"Halifax," 113; Hawker "Typhoon/’ 48, 55; Lock-
heed "Lightning/* 5, 191; Republic “Thunderbolt/1

153, 332; Taylorcraft "Auster," 406; Vickers
“Warwick/* 190; Vickers-Supermarine “Spitfire,"
122, 190; Vought-Sikorsky VS-300, 195

Air Forces of the United States, 362, 400
Air News, 10, 54, 82, 118, 162, 190, 232, 262, 30G,

332, 370, 408
Air Power in the Great Invasion, 74
A.T.C. Model Aeroplane Exhibition, 70
Aviation; —"Our Intruders Were Out/ '  265; Peaceful

Air Transport, 290
Bailey Bridge, Building the, 361, 365
Belgian Fisherman, School for, 344
Bootes to Read, 17, 5(), 120, 160, 193, 228, 269, 301, 369
Bridge Building, Creeper Cranes for, 80
Chib and Branch News, 26, 62, 98, 134t 170, 206, 242,

278, 314, 350, 386, 424
Coast Guard, United States, 330
Competitions Page, 35 71, 107, 143, 179, 215, 251,

287, 323, 359, 395, 425
Coventry, Post-War, in Miniature, 3u5
Crane Lift, Unusual. 130
Dogs, War, a t  Work, 398
Editor, With the:— Bridge Built on Meccano Lines,

361; Meccano on War Work, 73; Old Lakeland
Forge, 217; "Secret Order of the Double Sunrise/’
325; Stainless Steel, 1, 37; Stephenson Legend 145

Elephants at Work, 38
Engineering News, 51, 85, 121, 157, J 94, 235, 297,

329, 415
Famous Locomotive Engineers:—John Ramshot tom,

266
Fireside Fun, 36, 72, 108, 144, 180, 216. 252, 288, 324,

360, 396, 431
“Flying Bomb/' The Hun’s, 257
From Our Readers, 21, 57, 93 129, 164, 200, 243,

279, 309, 351, 387, 413
Hack worth, Timothy, 158
Have You Ever Thought About This?, 9, 46, 77, 128,

156, 234, 264, 414
Hornby-Dubin Railways: —Clockwork Train Opera-

tions, 171; Dublo Buildings and Their Uses, 423;
East Coast Trains, 27; "Euston- Den tnall" Joint
Line, 352; "Four-Point" System, 63; Goods Yard
Working, 317; Hints to Operators, 135; Isolating
Rails, 209; Locomotive Working, 101; L.N.E.R,
Operations, 315; Military Traffic, 100; Reader's
Layout, A, 389; Running Programme, 316; Station
Working, 281; Streamliners and their Work, 208;
Two-Track System, 28

Hornby Gauge 0 Railways: —Canadian Reader's Lay-
out, 137; ‘‘Ennis Valley" Railway, 99; Getting the
Best from your Trains, 172, 207, 388, 422; Light
Railways, 136; "Loco. Department/* 245; I..M.S.
(N.C.C.) System, 244; Opera lions Out of Doors, 280;
Railway Miscellany, 27; Southern Schemes, 353;
Stations and other matters, 64

Horses on the Fann, 114
Japan, How to Beat, ISO, 182
Lifeiioat Service in Wartime, 187
Lifeboats, Something New in, 34
Map Making on the March, 192
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LEARN BOND'S
We will again be able to supply
all the requirements of the Model
Maker when the war is over and
many new items are now on the
drawing board getting ready for
the time when we can put them
into production together with all
our other well-known specialities.

We can supply small quantities
of materials, screws, rivets, gears
and tools, etc., so we will be
pleased to know wnac you are

requiring

No catalogues are available now.

We wi l l  be  p leased  to  purchase  any
mode ls  in  good  work ing  cond i t ion .
K ind ly  send  fu l l  pa r t i cu la rs  and

pr ice  requ i red .

BOND'S 0 ’  EUSTON ROAD LTD.
3 57 .  Euston  Road

EUScon 5441-2 LONDON N .W. l

M O R S-E
Complete
Practice

Unit
as  supp l i ed  to  H .M .  Fo rces
No.  1261. Comp le te  Key  and  Buzzer Un i t ,  ready rot
immed ia te  ope ra t i on .  Heavy  commerc ia l  key  w i t h
n i cke l  s i lver  contacts and  sensit ive t r i p l e  ad jus tmen t .
H igh - tone  Buzzer w i t h  si lver contacts, moun ted  on
bakel i te  base w i t h  cover .  Ba t te ry  Ho lde r ,  comple te
w i t h  4.5 Ever  Ready ba t t e r y .  A l l  me ta l  par ts  — —
heav i ly  n i cke l  p l a ted .  Pol ished Mahogany  j Q f U
Base, 62" x 6$" .  Price £ u U

Send  I d .  s tamp fo r  i l lus t ra ted L i s t .

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT LTD
Specialists i n  Morse Equ ipment

(Dept .  13)
Mer i t  House ,  Southga te  Road ,  Po t te r *  Bar

0 — wish all their Cyclist
friends at home and
abroad A Happy Christ-
mas. May the

MILLER SUPREME
LIGHTING SERVICE
continue to brighten your travels
during the coming year!

MODELCRAFT
''LINESIDE LORRY"

PLANS
These Plans are very much  more accurate than
any o thers  prev ious ly  produced. As  we l l  as
e leva t ion  and  p l an  draw  ings,  p i c to r ia l  e levat ions
arc also g iven.  Th i s  is supp lemented  by  ou t l i ne
of  each i nd i v i dua l  pa r t ,  w i t h  measurements
c lear ly  shown and  a l l  i t ems  l is ted.  Scale “00” —

4 mm,  to  foot.
"Leyland Hicoo" 6d. “Leyland Lynx'* 6d.
A.E.C. Mam. Major 6d. Sentinel Steam Waggon 6d.
Our  New I l l us t ra ted  L i s t  o f  ove r  150 Plans and
Planbooks is now ready .  Send addressed (un-
s tamped)  enve lope and  3d .  for a copy ,  and l ist

of  our  Official Stockists.

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77  {MM} .  Grosvenor  Road ,  London  S .W.1

H. MILLER & CO. LTD.. Manufacturers
Aston Brook Street. Birmingham 6
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CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
THE WALL-NUT,  a superior Crysta l  Receiver of
f ine qual i ty  i n  G.ftO. polished walnut  case.
hinged cover,  for table o r  shelter wal l .  Tapped P r i ce
A.T.L w i t h  plugs, variable condenser tuning,  4 O'  -
semi-permanent Detector .
MARK I I  HET  W/M.  This  is a converted Govt .
Wavemete r  using the  same in ter ior  as the  above
w i th  two  detectors,  A.T.L and selector plugs,
enclosed condenser, etc. ,  and is In  a closed Pr ice
portable mahogany case, 9? in ,  x 7$  In .  x CCf
53 in .
MARL I I I  2 c i rcu i t  Crystal  Receiver for the  con-
noisseur, is an ex  Govt ,  converted valve set f itted
per i kon  and catswhiskcr detectors. Tapped aerial
inductance and coupl ing var iometer ,  variable
enclosed tun ing condenser, etc., I n  field case, Pr ice
11 in .  x 10  i n .  x 8 in . ,  w i t h  l id and space for
headphones and w i re ,  U***
CRYSTAL DETECTORS.  Per ikon and Catswhisker
types, 2/6 each. Spare Catswhisker crystals. 1/-  each.
Card of  Crysta l  De tec to r  parts, 1 /6 .
INV IS IBLE  RAY CONTROL.  Photo-cel l  Raycraft
Set w i t h  bakel i te  selenium br idge,  10,000 ohms sensitive
relay, megostat,  etc. ,  w i t h  book le t ,  42/-.

- BUTTON MICROPHONES.
G.P.O. Sound Transmi t te r  Un i t s

K j  under  1 i n .  dia. for de tec t ion  of  Pr ice
jB' i lv /  sound, Speech and for making O'R

ou tdoo r  listeners. Post,  etc. ,  6d .  4 0

For o the r  Bargains see prev ious advertisements of

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 ,  Queenstown Road ,  Ba t te rsea ,  London  S .W.8

Telephone: MACaulay 2159 ' ==

LINESIDE FEATURES: ‘W’ ”0”
BALLAST BOXES ......................... 9d. 1 / -
BUFFER STOPS .......................... — 5/3
FOGMEN'S HUTS .......................... 2 ’9 3/-
STATION SEAT & TIMETABLE

BOAR a ..................................... 3/e 3 /8
COTTAGES ..................................... 6/- 9/-
COAL OFFICES .......................... 4 / -  5 /6
BOOKS: Postage extra.
"A.Li.c/ L.N'.E.R. LOCOS.,” 2/-, by post 2/2J.
"A.B.C. S.R. ELECTRICS,” 1 / - ,  by post 1/2$.
"OUR RAILWAY HISTORY”

Part I 3/-, Pari II 3/8, Postage 3d, extra.
"MODERN LOCOS. & ELEC. TRACTION OF S.R.,”

1/6,  Postage 3d. extra.
“CARDBOARD ROLLING STOCK AND HOW TO

BUILD IT," 2/6, by post 2/9.
TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK

109, Deansgate, Manchester 3 1Phone: Bia1 7312

STUDY AT HOME FOR

MATRICULATION
Wohey Hal l  (Est. 1894) wd l
coach you bv post for London
Matr ic. ,  School Cert , .  R.A.F.
Maths,, Engin. Ptehrn.. Load.
B.Sc. Degree, etc. Tu i t ion  con-
tinued tree it vou tail; low fees,
instalment*. PROSPECTUS FREE
f rom D i rec to r  o f  S tud ies .

Dept .  CK1 ,
WOLSEY HALL, OXFORD

CIGARETTE CARD COLLECTORS
1944-5 list of  500 different  series is now  ready. Price 4d.

Send for your copy at once.
For new collectors.

Box "A**  . . .  4 sets and 75 assorted cards . . .  5/-
Box "B ”  , . ,  6 sets and  100 assorted cards . . .  7/-
Box "C” . . .  8 sets and 200 assorted cards , . . 10/-

Postage extra.
Collections and  accumulations purchased — al l  k inds

i n  perfect condi t ion.  Good prices paid,
IL WL HOUSTON,  BCM,  EXCHANGE,  LONDON  W.C.1

35 mm.  Films. A l l  descrpt ion f rom 6/-. Baers, 176,
WardourSt , ,  London W. l ,  Hi re  Programmes 10/-.

Large stocksol Mechanical and Entmaering Textbooks,

FOYLES
FOR BOOKS

New and  second-hand books on  al l  subjects,
BOOKS BOUGHT,

119-125, Charing Cross Road,  London W.C .  2
'Phone: GEKrord 5b(n) ( / 6  lm« ) .  Open 9—0 (inc. Suu.).

A.B.C.  LOCOMOTIVE BOOKS now available from
Mail Order Dept.. 33 .  Kiwllys Rd.. Sireatham. S.W.16

Southern. 6th  Edn. . . , 1/8
L.N.E.R.  2nd Edn.  . . .  2/2
Southern Spotters. 1st Edn.  1/2

IPCQSEJTIVE Southern Titans. Hr  Edo.
(40 pages, ful ly dlus.) 2/2

E5*" Wallets (c lo th  covered) 1/11
Caleaunian K i y .  fl x 5 40 pp. fu l ly  il lus. w i t h  photos,
and diagram*, 1st Edn. 3/8. L.M,S, booked orders

wi l l  be  supplied as soon as po sibie.
“CARDBOARD ROLLING STOCK AND

HOW TO BUILD IT”
tells you how to  bu i ld  grand scale models.

2/6 f rom  'leading model shops or  post free direct; o r
send 2d. stamp for fu l l  details.

E.  Rankine Gray. 726 .  Christchurch Rd.. Bosromf-e. Hants.

BUILD AN AEROPLANE
“Wel l ington** 5/-. "Dormer” 416.
“Hampden”  5/-. "B lenhe im"  4/6.
“Mus.qu:to’ '  4/6. ‘ ‘Typhoon”  2/6.

Postage 6d. extra.
AH l /72nd Scale Models. Complete w t th  Cockpit

Covers. Complete lists 3d. post tree.
GEORGE D .  CAMPBELL

Dept .  MM,  46 ,  H igh  Street,  DUMFRIES

WHEN WR/TINQ TO  ADVERTISERS
PLEASE MENTION

THE "MECCANO MAGAZINE"___  _ _ _ _ - . -
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Join the Well-Paid Ranks
of the TRAINED MEN
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE
URGENTLY NEEDED. PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR A BETTER
POSITION AND BETTER PAY

The  I.C.S* offer Courses of  Instruction
in  a wide range of  subjects,  including:
Accountancy
Advert is ing
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fi t t ing
Aero Fit t ing and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Air -Condi t ion ing
Archi tecture
Archi tectural  Drawing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construct ion
Building Contract ing
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
C iv i l  Engineering
Clerk  o f  Works
Col l ie ry  Management
Commercial  A r t
Concrete Engineering
Cot ton  Manufacturing
Diesel Engineering
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer i n  Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
F.t t ing and Turn ing
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas-Power Engineering
Ground  Engineer
Heating and Vent i lat ing

Hydraul ic Engineering
joinery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine-Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical D raw ing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine  Surveying
Mining Engineering
Moto r  Engineering ' *
Mo to r  Mechanic
Moulding
Plastics
Power-House Attendants
Quan t i t y  Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refr igerat ion
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet-Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural  Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Templat ing '
Text i le  Designing
Toolmaking
Weld ing,  Gas & Elec.
Woodwork ing
Woo l l en  Manufacturing
Works Engineering

Ambi t ious  men  eve rywhere  have
succeeded through I.C.S. Home-Study
Cour se s .  So a l so  can  you* We

offer you the  benefit
of our  5 3 year s1

matchless experience
as  t he  c rea t i ve
pioneers  of postal
instruction.

If you need technical training, our advice
on any matter concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking— free and wirh-
out obligation. Let us send you full information
regarding the subject in tvhich you are specially
in t e re s t ed .  DON’T  DELAY.  Make
“ACTION” your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day  what
the  fai lure INTENDS doing to-morrow.
Wri te  to  us TO-DAY.

And most of the Technical. Professional
an  J Matriculation Exams.

Special terms for members of H*M< Forces
and discharged disabled members of H-M. Armed Forces

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON ______________
(Penny stamp on unsealed envelope!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C. 2

Please send me the Syllabus of your Courses i n

Name Age .....

Address
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MECCANO
MAGAZINE

Registered at  (j.P.O,. London, for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND,

Telegrams: “Meccano, Liverpool.”
Readers' Sales and Wants. Private advertisements

(i.e.. not trade) are charged Id, ;ier word, minimum 1/-.
Cash with order. Readers' advertisements are pub-1 iished as soon as possible; inclusion in the first
issue after receiving them cannot be guaranteed.

Small Advertisements. 1 /8  per line (average seven
words to the line), or 20/ per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and latest
net, sale figures, will be sent 'on request.

STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS
(See uhtj pages 426 and 428),

A MIXED 25  STAMPS FREE
inc ludes St ,  V i ncen t ,  Sierra Leone ,  Cyprus ,  G i l be r t  Is . ,
Barbados,  New Ho l l and ,  e tc . ,  f ree  t o  appl icants for
single stamps and  sets. W i thou t  approvals,  pr ice  9d .
S. H. FLEMING. Newhaven. Glyn Avenue. COLWYN BAY

PENNY APPROVALS
Th is  is  a first-class range o f  stamps tncludir iK many
overstocks wh i ch  are usual ly  so ld  at a much  h igher
pr ice.  A l l  the  stamps are a t  one pr ice—a penny  each—
and  no  free m l t s  o r  d iscounts can  be g i ven  f o r  t h i s
series. A postcard w i l l  b r i ng  you  a select ion o f  t he
finest value ever  o l l e red ,  bu t  please do  not ask to r  t he
stamps o f  one  par t i cu la r  coun t r y  o r  group  o t  countr ies.

Postal business on l y .
W. Le Mercier. 58 .  Lumsden Ave.. Shirley. Southampton

FREE!
Interesting packet of stamps to all applicants
requesting approvals. Good discount on
purchases from approvals. Many unique
issues, seldom seen. Send 2£d. stamps.

BONAVENTURE STAMPS
86 ,  Mill Road, Pinner, Middlesex

ANZAC PACKET FREE
Send 3d .  postage and  ask fo r  approvals and  you w i l l
receive t ree  a packet  o t  15 Aust ra l ians ,  name ly
Aus t ra l ia  Anzac (Cenotaph) .  S .A .  and  N .S .W,  (Sydney
Cove),  Commcms. .  K .G .V  and  obs.  1937 issues, current
l | d .  and  2 i d .  N.Z.  centenn ia l  (Sh ip  and  Cha r t ) ,  pro-
v is ional ,  K .G .V I  o l d  and  new co lours  and  V ic to r ia
1901. Send 10d. i f  approva ls  a re  no t  wanted.  No

stamps sent  overseas.
HELY HUTCHINSON (M2)

Hurrock Wood. Kents Bank. Biange-ovcr-Santis, Lancs.

Minic Caterpillar Tractor and Trailer wanted, in
good condition.— Hammersmith House, Riply, Derby.

“M.M.’s" Jan.-Aug. 1940; good condition. Apply—
Oliver, Horkesley Lodge. Gt, Horkesley, Colchester,
Essex.

“M.M.'s” for April atid May, 1942. State price.—
Box M.45.

Hub Dwcs, 6 in. Pulleys, or Ring Frames wanted
urgently; would consider part exchanging sundry
gears.—Swain, “Shiel,” Pond tall Road, Horsham.

No. 7 Outfit; No. 1 Clockwork Motor; Nuts, Bolts,
any quantity; also Meccano Pacts; four each of 20A,
142A, 142C, I55A; two each of 8, 19A, 23A, 32, 57C.
142, 188, 189. 190, 190A, 191, 192, 196, 197, 218.
one each of 132, 138. 102. 185. Good condition. State
price.— 12, Stratheam Place, Edinburgh.

Points, tit ”0” Railway; any condition.—Walker,
104, Charlbury Road, Nottingham.

No. I Pullman Composite Coach; L.N.E.R. No. 1
Clockwork Tank Locomotive, or same with Tender
and Headlights; and Pair of Parallel Points; al) gauge
“0.” State condition and price.—Smart, Cockering-
ton, Louth, Lincs.

Hornby Dm.lo Electric Railway consisting of about
Two Locos., Five Coaches, 10 Trucks Transformer
Controller, 40 Rails, Four Points and various extras.
D. Matson, Newpond Farm' Cross-in-Hand, Sussex.

9.5 mm. Bingoscope or Pathescope Ace Projector,
D.C. mains; also Films for same; in good condition;
postage will be refunded; state price, etc., to— A. J .
Robertson, 278, Roseinount Place, Aberdeen.

“Hornby Book of Trains,” 1938, 1939; odd copies
“Railway Wonders of the World”; state price including
postage.—Clarke, 66, Florence Road, West Bridgford,
Nottingham.

E320 20 volt Passenger Locomotive with Coaches,
L.N.E.R., L.M.S., G.W. or S.R.; good condition; details
to—F. Everett, 75, Cromwell Road, Grimsby. .

“Meccano Magazine’’ for March 1938; also (range “0”
6 v. D.C. Engines or Movements.— Phillips, 1,
Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge.

L.N.E.R., One Special Tank, Clockwork; send price
to— Harrison, 37, Honiton Road, Wyken, Coventry.

Smith’s Cycle Speedometer with Mileage Recorder
(26 in. wheel); please state condition and price.—
Woodward, 16, Court Oak Grove, Harborne, Bir-
mingham 32.

Urgent: T6 Transformer, or any other Transformer
to drive 6*vo!t Meccano Motor; also any quantity
Nuts and Bolts; good price given. — Robinson, Croft
Street, Horncastle, Lints.

• * * *
The Hamby Railway advertised in the November

"M.M.” by Fletcher, l.ochwiui.och, has now been
sold. The advertiser thanks the many readers who
sent enquiries.

READERS' SALES AND WANTS
SALES

Twelve “Meccano Magazines” (1943) in good con-
dition; price 4/-.— D. Spinks, 40, Beatrice Road,
Norwich.

hi good condition: Brit aims’ Lorry Limber and
Howitzer, Bren Gun Carrier, Barrage Balloon, Search-
light Unit, Cannon, Heavy Howitzer with Limber and
Team.— D. Matson, Newpund Farm, Cross-in- Hand,
Sussex,

Hornby Dublo Electric Railway; would consider
selling parts only or part exchange Trix; write for list
to —Box No. M56.

What offers? “M.M.’s” 1927-38 inclusive, except
March 1928; good condition.— Jones, 2, Clare Crescent,
Wallasey, Cheshire.

Meccano Outfit No. 8: what offers.—Hodgson, Forest
Lodge, SyreSham, Brackley, Nor than Is.

3,500 Cigarette Cards for sale; complete Sets in-
cluded; 50/- or nearest offer.— C. Cooper, 4, Rosslyn
Avenue, Rutherglen* Lanarkshire.

Seven Dublo Curved Rails; clockwork; cost 10/-;
new; what offers.—20, Waver ley Road, Kenilworth,
Warwickshire.

WANTS
Super Leaflets Nos. I, 3, 4, II ,  I4A, 16A, 18, 19,

19A, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27. 28, 29, 30. 35, 30; I / -  each
paid for clean copies. Also Two E20B Electric Motors
(Reversing); state condition and price.—Harrington,
418, Uppingham Road, Leicester.
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WILSON LORRIES
THERE IS NO COMPARISON

Trade PRINTA STRUCT Mark

"SPOIL-FIVE"
—to keep four happy!

Here is a fine new game to keep
the family interested and amused
on long winter evenings. Two,
three or four people can play it at
one time. Made with a strong
wooden base and wooden pegs,
it will stand up to hard usage.
A very welcome Christmas present.
Price LT. Packing and postage 9d.,

from:

tHcuuCexg)
200 -202 ,  REGENT ST., LONDON W.1

(OUR ONLY ADDRESS}

Send 2jd. stamp for Lins of Aeroplanes
and Warships.

6-ton Tipper Lorry, Senes No. TIP/4K, 4 mm.
(00 gauge), kit price 4/3 post free (incl. tax).

n/ustratcJ catalogue 4d. and S.A.E.

The MATADOR
ready January 1st definitely

I Agents: I
George D, Campbell. High Street, Dumfries, I

Hamley’s. Regent Street, London. 6
WILSON'S LORRIES LIMITED

Dept.  M,  BRACKNELL, Berks.

Have  you t r i ed  AZOL?
i t ' s  a f ine  deve loper
for  Rol l  Fi lms
Azol is a one-solution liquid developer. It is very easy to use. All
you have to do  is to  add water. A quarter of an ounce of Azol and
six ounces of water will develop two
eight-exposure films. You can buy Azol
from any good Photographic Dealer in
3-oz. bottles or  you can send for the
Trial Offer below. It is much more

AZOL
is  the developer to  use .
It brings out  the  detail.

interesting to do your own developing and printing. You miss
half the fun of photography if you let someone else do  it for you.

Specia l  Trial  Offer:
For 2'3 P.O. Johnsons will send you past free (Cj-B- only) a trial set of Chemicals,including I -o'. borrlr of AZOL to develop eight spools 2j in. hy 3$ in., tinAC fllS-FIXlNQ, making 30-60 solution, one packet AMIDOL DEVELOPER,enough for 2 to 3 dm. bromide or contact gaslight prints. Address: E/M Dept.

JOHNSON & SONS Manufactur ing Chemists LTD, HENDON, N.W.4
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We  are sorry that★ MECCANO
★ DINKY TOYS. . . .
★ DUBLO TRAINS .
★ HORNBY TRAINS

we  cannot supply
these famous toys
to-day, but they
will be  ready for
you again aftei
the war .  Look
out for the good
times coming I

Meccano Limited
Binns Road

Liverpool 13

PUBLISH KU UV MECCANO LID. ,  BlNNS Ku .Xt>, LiVEKPOOL 13, ICs LAJtO-
by  iohn tVadd fn n Lid., Lf&ls and Landon.
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